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CORRELATION, EVALUATION, AND EXTENSION OF LINEARIZED THEORIES FOR TIRE
MOTION AND WHEEL ~SHIMMY ‘
By ROBERTF, SAHLEY
\
SUMMAitY
An evddon h male ;f the exhting theoria of linearized
tire motion and wheel shimmy. It ti demonatratid W most of
the preciously Puhltihd theoria represent txmying degrea of
approximation to a wmnuvy t.heoy deueloped herein which h a
minor madij2ation of & bwic theory of Von Sc?dippe and
D4etrich. In most caxw where strong di~eren.w & betwem
the previously pwbli.shed theoti and tb mmm.ary theory, the
previmdy pub.hkhed t?woti are shown to po8se88 &in
dejilnlncia. .
A 8erie8 of 8y8tem&ic approximd.mw to the w6mmary theory
~8 deceloped for th? tretiment of prob.kzm too trimple to merit the
me of t?u completi mmmary theory, and prowduw are dti-
cu.wed jor applV”~ the swmmary theory and h m@ema.tti
approxi?ndons to the shimmy of more compkx hmdi~-gear
structures thun ?umeprem”oualy been considered.
Compation8 oj the titing mperimentul data with the
predictiorw oj t)w 8wmma~ theo~ and the systematic apprm”-
mation~ pron”de a jair mdwtantidion of the more detded
approximate theo)ies. However, 8ome dticrepan.cia exist
which may be due to tire hyst+mwis e~eti or other unknown
in@ence8. Thus, jurtlwr work may be needed to ezphin thae
di8crepaneies.
INTRODUCTION “
In the ground maneuvering of aircraft equipped with
swiveling landing gears there sometimes arises the problem of
violent oscillations or shimmy of the landing gear which may
lead to failure of the gear. In the past this problem has been
handled largely by means of various measures based on
practical mperience. However, this empirical approach hss
not proved entirely ndequate. lMoreover, for radically
M’erent types of complex flexible landing gears it is highly
doubtful whether any empiiical approach based purely on
past cqerience could always safely and optimumly take into
account all of the possible conditions which a landing gear ‘
might bo subjected to in actual operation.
A considerable amount of theoretical and experimental
work on wheel shimmy has been done, mostly in the past ,25
years. (Most of the existing papm on this subject are
listed in ref. 1, which also presents a historical discussion of
the development of the wheel-shimmy problem.) However,
most of these theoretical papers have not been correlated
with each other or with the available experimental data, so
.,
I@wscdcsNACA TcdmknIArote2$S2byRobertF.Smlky,1954.
that essentially there exists at present a large number of at
least superficj~lly diilerent the&ies of wheel shimmy and a
fair amount of experimental data which has mot been cor-
related with many of these theorie+ (refs. 2 to 23).
The primary purpose of the present report is to clear up
this partial confusion of theories by demonstrating that
most of the previously published theories represent v.tious
appro.simations, to one basic general linearized theory
derived herein and that most of the previously published
linearized theories which do not represent apprcminmtions
to this general theory possess certain undesirable charac-
teristic. This basic’ general theory, which is henceforth
called the sunumuy theory, is derived in such a manner that
it mak~ use of and is compatible with the soundest features
of practically all the previously published theories, insofar
as this is possible at present; however, in the main this
summary theory is a minor modification of the theory pr~
posed by Von Schlippe and Dietiich in references 3,4, and 5.
A second purpose of this report is to develop a series of
systematic approximations to the summary theory suitable
for use in the treatment of problems too simple to merit
the use of the complete summary theory and to ammine “
both these”systematic approximations and the previously
published theories to determine how these theories are
related to the summary theory and how the predictions of
thwe theori% agree with the available experi&ental data.
A iinal purpose of this report is to illustrate procedures
for applying the summary theory and its appro.tiations
to complex types of flexible landing-gear structures.
Although the primary purpose of this report is concerned
with the wheel-shimmy problem, most of the material
presenkd is directly applicable to the ‘more general problem
of the motion of elastic tires under arbitrary rolling condi-
tions. Thus this material is pertinent to the study of
veering-off or ground looping, ground handling, and cata-
pulting stability of aircraft.
The material in this report is arranged as follows. First,
a detailed statement of the problem is given, together with
a detailed outline of the manner in which it is treated herein.
Then, after a brief discuwion of the restrictions on the
analysis, a linearized derivation is made for the general
Von Schlippe-Dietrich type of kinematic equations govern-
ing the motion of elastic tires rolling without skidding.
This analysis proceeds essentially in accordance @th the
139
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theoretical analysis of Vori Schlippe and Dietrich except
that the present analysis considers the subject of tire tilt
in slightly greater detail. ,
NText,the primary forces and moments acting on a rolling
tire am discussed and used to establish the equations of
motion for arbitrary rolling conditions. Then a systematic
procedure is developed for forming approximations to the
SUIIIIIMlrytheory.
The previously published theories are listed, discussed,
and compared with the summag theii-y and thwe system-
atic appro.simations. Finally, the application of the sum-
mary rmd appro.sinmte theories to several simplified landing
gecm is discussed. The first example is chosen primarily
to demonstrate the correlation between theory and experi-
ment, the second example to demonstrate the correlation
between the summary theory and its systematic approxima-
tions, and the remaining example to illustrate the applica-
tion of the themy to complex problems.
Some of the material presented herein was submitted to
the University of Virginia in partial fulfillment of the
requirement for a Master of Aeronautical Engineering
degree.
SYMBOLS -
a trail (perpendicukw distance between ground-
contact center point and swivel axis)
~f=a_~Lb ‘+
A4@i#&
B,)B,
c
CA
%
q
G
d,,d*
D
D( )
D,( )
El,% . . .
E
f
FO,Fr,. . .
Fe
FW
FUn
FW
Fv~ ,
coefficients defied by equations (115b)
coefficients defied by equations (l15b)
lateral distance of center of pressure of vertical
force from XZ-plane
change in lateral distance of center of pressure
of vertical force from XZ-plane per unit of &
change in lateral distance of center of pressure
of vertical force from XZ-plane per unit of Y
distance from wheel center to center of gravity
‘ of swiveling parts of landing gear
distance from canter of gravity of sxiveling
“ parts of landing gear to swivel,axis
hysteresis constants used in equation (12%)
tire parameter used by Bourcier de Carbon
differential operator with respect to distance,
d( )~ or O-ID,( )
differential operator with re9pect to time,
coefficients of linear differential equations
eneqgy dissipated per cycle
frequency, v/2r
coe5cients of lineiir differential equations
lateral force due to hysteresis effects
lttteral inertia ‘force resulting from lateral de-
formation of tire
net lateral tire force acting on wheel
net lateral structural force acting on wheel
lateral force on tire due to lateral distortion of
tire
Fm lateral force on tire due to lateral tilt of tim
F= vertical load on tire
F, lateral force on swiveling parts of landing gear
dtie to binding-gear strut
9 linear damping constant (Damping moment=
g D,+)
h’ half-length of tire-ground centnet area
i=~—1
1( )
1,
IZw
I
I;
AK.,
K,
KA
AKA
lQ,l,, . .
L
m
mt
mw
ml
MO
M.*
ikf.
imaginary part of ( )
moment of inertia of the swiveling part of a
landing gear about an axis parallel to the
swivel ti and passing through the center of
gravity of the swiveling part
polar moment of inertia of wheel nnd tim abou~
an &s perpendicular to the wheel axle
polar mbment of ine~la of tire (excluding solid
wheel parts)
total polar moment of inertia of wheel ond tire
moment of inertia of the swiveling part of a land-
ing genr about the swivel axis
excess of number of zeros over number of poles
parameter in stability-detmmination plots
(appendix C)
lateral spring constant of landing-gear strut
parameter used in appendk A
torsional stiffness of tire
total effective change in tire torsional stiffness
due to tire inertia effects
effective change in torsional stiffness of tire due
to latera.Iaccderation of tire
change in tire torsionid stiffness duo to ccmtrif-
ugal forces
lateral tire force due to tilt per radinn of tilt angle
lateral stiffness of tire
total effective change in lateral stiffness of tire
due to tire inertia effects
effective change in lateral stiffness of tire duo to
lateral accderati~n of tire
change in lateral stifhwas of tire due to centrif-
ugal forms
(ti+h)h”-i
tire constants; l.= ~,
relaxation length I
mass of swiveling parts of landing gem
mass of tire
mass of wheel including tire
mass of nohswiveling parts of landing gear
constant friction-damping moment
net structural. tilting moment acting on whcol
canter
gyroscopic moment due to swiveling
twisting moment due to hysteresis effects
inertia moment refndting from lateral dcformn-
tion of tire
net structural swiveling momont acting on
wheel center
torsional moment on tire due to twist of tiro
gyroscopic moment due to tilting
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MA gyroscopic moment due to lateral distortion of
tire
1110 torsional moment on the swiveling parts of the
landing gear due to landing-gem strut and
d~mper unit
M* damping moment about swivel axis
N cornering power (Meral tire force per radian of
yaw angle during steady yawed rolling for
yaw angle approaching zero)
?11 parameter used in appendix A
P complex roots of characteristic equations
Pl,lh functions defined in appendix D
Plq1P2m)Pll,P111P2 tPti functions defined in and after equa-
tions (80)
parameter used in appendk A
free tire radius
polar radius of gyration of tire
vertical distance from wheel axle to ground
radius of cross section of tire torus
tire parameter used by Bourcier de Carbon
real part of ( )
circumferential coordinate on tire (fig. 1) ‘
wave length, 2r/vl
tire parameter used by Bourcier de Carbon
time
time lag due to tire hysteresis
Moreland’s time-lag constant
tire paranmter w,eclby Bourcier de Carbon
functions of D, correlating structi force9,’
momonts, and deflections-
time-lag constant for hysteresis moment
time-lag constant for hysteresis force
%= h~z(dl Cos K—a)sh K
Utl ‘@.(11 Cos K—(Z)Sh K
v rolling velocity
w width of tire-ground contact area
WI density
W.= (aI{T-aF,-l-cvFz Sin K)13itl K
. .
horizontal disknce parallel to mean direction ofz
, X,T,Z
!/
z
?/O,?wl,
vi,?/r
#
o!
Aa
7
7A
rolling motion
space-fl..ed coordina.ti axes; the -X-axis is J.Iori-
zontal and parallel to the mean direction of
rolling motion, the Z-axis is vertical, and the
Y-axis is perpendicular to. the X.Z-plane.
The XY-plane is the ground plane.
latcn-aldistancc4of tire equator from XZ-plane
vmtical distance up from XY (ground) plane
lateral deflection of tire equ~tar from XZ-plane;
subscript Orefers to “the center of the ground-
contact area, 1 to the foremost point of the
ground+ontact area, 2 to the rearmost point
of tho ground+ ontact area, i to equatar points
off the ground, and g to equator points on the
ground
twist in tire, radians
half-width of twisting-moment-angulardeflec-
tion hysteresis loop of tire
lateral wheel tilt, radisms
lateral tire tilt resulting from lateral deforma-
tion, radians
pneumatic cwter, K=/~
lateral deflection of center plane of wheel with
respect to the XZ-plane; subscript Orefers to
the point corresponding to the center of the
ground+ontqct area, 1 to the point cor-
responding to the foremost point of the
groundantact arw+ 3 to the center point of
the wheel, a to the point of attachment of the
sw%w.lingparts of the wheel to the swivel atis,
~ to wheel-plane points off the ground, and g
to wheel-plane po@ts on the ground
inertia-force parameter (eq. (46))
inertia-moment parameter (eq. (49))
hysteresis-moment parameter (eqs. (62))
hysteresis-forw parameter (eqs. (60))
angle of rotation of wheel about the vertical
Z-axis, radians
inclination of swivel *, radians (fig. 5)
lateral distortion of tire equator with respect to
the solid parts of the wheel; subscript Orefem
to the center of tie ground contact area, 1 to
the foremost point of the ground contact
area, 2 to the”rearmost point of the ground
contact area, i to equator points off the
ground, and g to equator points on -the
~ound
halkidth of lateral-force-lateral-deflection
hysteresis loop of tire
circular frequency of shimmy motion, 2~f or Vlv
path frequency of shimmy motion, VU-l
tire tilt parameter (eq. (13))
spring constant for a linear restoring moment
P.= (aI%-aF.i-wF. +GF. sin ~) SiU K
.—
al,ff’3 constants representing phase shift
T constant defined by equations (33) and (50)
T1 ()constant for gyroscopic moment +
Nl,Ti
“= 1$
+“ angle of rotation of wheel about the swivel
axis, radians
al
()
angular velocity of wheel about its ade =;
Subscripts:
c critical
mux maximum
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND GENERAL
APPROACH
The purpose of this section is ‘to deiine specifically the
problem considered in this report and to clarify further the
correlation between the various parts of the report.
The basic problem to be considered is the rolling motion
and wheel shimmy of a rigid wheel equipped with an elastic
tire, when the wheeJis attached to some supporting structure
such as a landing-gear strut. The motion of the rigid wheel
can, of course, be completely described by s&xindependent
variables corresponding to the three degrees of freedom in
.
--- _______ ___ ___
—— — ..-. .— —.. — .....—
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translation and rotation of the wheel. In addition ‘to these
six degrees of freedom, there exists a seventh degree of free-
dom which is associated with the distortion of. the elastic
tire or the track of the tire on the ground which results from
the application of a giveri motion to the rigid wheel. Thus,
in general, the motion of a rigid wheel with an elastic tire
represents n system of motion involtig seven variables, and
seven equations correlating these difFerent variables are
reqtied to solve for the motion of a landing gear under
arbitrary rollhg conditions. Sii of these equations will
usually be the equations.expressing the sum of the forces or
mom&ts acting aIong each of the three principaI coordinate
axes; the seventh relation will be an equation, usually a
kinematic equation, which correlates the tire distortion with
the other vmiables.
The present report is not concerned with alI seven degrees
of freedom. Most of the report is restricted to a considera-
tion of cases of wheel motion in which the wheel is r+ing
at an approximately constant veloci@ u without braking,
and consequently with constaat angular velocity u, and
where no strdng vertical oscillations are involved. Thus,
for marnple, effects of acceleration or deceleration, which
are known to have at least sgme influence on the rolling
motion (see, for example, the experimental evidence of ref.
17)”are not considered. Similarly, fore and aft oscillations
of the wheel are excluded.
When these three restrictions are applied, the seti&-
variable problem of a rolling wheel becomes reduced .to the
consideration of a system involving the following four degrees
of freedom: (1) swiveling of the wheel about a vertical axis
through the wheel center point, designated by the symbol 0;
(2) lateral tilting of the wheel with respect to a vertical
plane parallel to the direction of undisturbed motion, desig-
nated by the symbol v; (3) lateral displacement of the -wheel
with respect to a space-fised reference mcisparallel to tb
direction of undisturbed motion, designated by the symbol q
with various subscripts; and (4) lateral displacement of the
tire footprint on the ground (which is a measure of the tire
distortion), desia~atedby the symbol yO. (These coordinates
and their positive directions are illustrated in fig. 1.)
In order to obtain four equations correlating these four
variables 0, ~, q, and YO,the following procedure is- used:
After some remarlm on general restrictions, a kinematic
relntion between the four variables is derived in the section
entitled “Kinematic Relations for the Rolling Tire.” I’lext,
the primary forces acting on the wheel from the ground,
including wheel inertia forces, are discussed in the section
entitled “Forces and kfornents on the Wheel.” By utilizing
thwe ground forces and moments, the four basic equations
of motion for the wheel, includirg the kinematic equation,
are set down in the sectiQmentitled YIlquations of hfotion.”
l?or many applications these equations of motion in their
most general form are relatively complicated and, although
they are by no means insolvable, it is’profitable to simplify
the equations for those problems -which-do not require the
detailed equations of the summary. theory. Therefore, a
number of s-ystematicappro.simationsto the summary theor~
, are formulated in the section entitled “Systematic Approm-
mations to the Summary Theory.” A second remson for
establishing these systematic approximations lies in the fact
that they @m.ish a framework for comparing the summary
theory with the other existing theories of wheel motion,
most of which are closely related to these systematic approx-
imations. Such a comparison of the sumqmry theory and
its systematic approximations with the existing tlmorica of
wheel motion is carried out in the section entitled ‘K!hssiil;
cation and Evaluation of Existing Theories.”
In the last major section of this report the summary
theory and ita systematic approximations are applied to
three illustrative types of landing-gear configurations which
are chosen eithr to illustrate agreement between theory
and experiment or to illustrate methods for applying tho
theory b complex problems of wheel shimmy.
GENERAL RESTRICTIONS
Before entering upon the detailed derivation of the equn-
tions of motion, some further restrictions on the analysis
should be discussed. First of all, the present report is
limited almost exclusively to linearized theories. However,
there is some question as to whether a linearized theory is
sufficient to describe the important features of wheel shimmy.
It appears at present that a linearized theory will provido at
least a fair qualitative description of stab~ty boundaries
for shimmy and will indicate whether a given motion is
stable or not. However, agreement between theory And
experiment, presented in a subsequent section, is still not
good enough quantitatively to warrant the conclusion that
nonlinear effects can always be neglected or replaced by
equivalent linear effects.
Another limitation of. the linearized theory is that it CIOOS
not permit calculation of the maximum steady-state shimmy
amplitude for those steady-stato self-excited shimmy motions
which sometimes occur on actual landing gears.
Although the preceding considerations su~est that non-
linear effects in landing~eir motions fi~~~ possibly bo of
importance fox somp ~ractical prob~~~l, t@~~ consideration
is beyond the scope” of the present report, ~nd hencofosth
only linearized theory is discussed. ,The only concession to
nonlinemity is made in appendix A, ~~~h ~resonts a con-
ventional approximate method for converting a nodinenr
shirmriydumper to an equivalent linear damper. It should,
however, be noted that some attention has been given to tlm
development of nordineax tire-motion theory in rofcwmc.os
18 tQ 21.
Another restriction arises in eomection with tho assump-
tion adopted throughout &is report that the finite width
of the tire need not be taken into account in developing n
tire-motion theory for single tires of conventional cross
section. This assutnption appears at present to bo at lmst
partly justfied on the basis of an experiment by Von Schlippc
and Dietrich (ref. 3); on the o~er hqnd, since their investi-
gation of this matter was extremely Iimited in scope, their
experimental result may not be completely typical. Conse-
quently, a more thorough evaluation of tire-width effects
seems desirable. Some theoretical work, on this subject has
been done by Von Schlippe and Diet,tich (ref. 3) nncl lntcm
by Rotta (ref. 2), but the mat@ is beyond tho scopo of tlm
prksent report.
KINEMATIC RELATIONS FOR THE ROLLING TIRE
h thisection the kinematic equations for tho motion of a
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(n) Side view. (c) End view for tilted ummiveled conditions.
(b) Bottomviewfor tiltedswiveledconditions.
FmuaBI.—Geometric.relationsfor a rollingelsstictire. (For the sakeof clarityparts(b) and (c) of thisfigurearedrownto WTerentscsiles.
ThepositiveX-axisis thedirectionof undisturbedmotion.)
rolling tilted eltitic tire without skidding are derived in
accordance with the theoretical analysis of Von Schlippe
and Didrich (ref. 3 or 4). This derivation differs only
slightly from that analysis in that it omits some refinements
of the theory which are necessary for very wide tires and it
includes some influences of tilting of the tire in more detail.
Whilo the modifications that are made in regard to tilt may
not necessarily be of practical importance in most cases,
they may be of interest in a few problems.
Specifically, the object of this section is imobtain a relation
correlating the absolute lateral deflection of the center point
of the tire ground-contact area y. -with the corresponding
wheel coordinates of lateral deflection ~ (for example, 70 or
m), swivel angle 0, and tilt y. (See fig. 1.) First, some
geometric relations are set down and some background
information regarding tire distortion is discussed. Then this
information is utilized to obtain a kinematic relation between
the lateral deflection of the tire center line or equator at the
forward edge of the ground-contact area y, and the coordi-
nates q, y, and O. Nest, a kinematic relation between the
lateral deflections of the tire equatm at the center and f&-
ward edge of the ground-contact area (designated VOand yl,
-
respectively) is established. These ttio relations are com-
bined to obtain a basic kinematic equation correlating y.
with ~, y, and 8.
The derivation of these kinematic relations is based upon
the following physical concept: As a tire moves forward, the
tire material on the circumference just ahead of the ground-
contact area is laid down or developed on the ~ound wit@out
skidding and becomes the new forward portion of the ground-
contact area, so that the track of the tire is completely
determined by the lateral-distortion coordinate of the fore-
most ground+xmtact point yl and the slope of the distorted
center line or equator of the tire at that point.
. GEOMETRICRELATIONS
The primary geometric quantities involved in the problem
of a rolling tire are shown in figure 1, which gives an instan-
taneous view of a distorted tire with respect to an arbitrary
space-tied XYZ coordinate system, the X-asis being
horizontal and parallel to the mean direction of wheelmotion,
the Z-axis being perpendicular to the ground, and the
Y-axis being perpendicular to the X- and Z-axes. Parts
(a) and (b) of dii figure represent side and bottom views,
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respectively, of a rol.l@g wheel hat is swiveled ‘and tilted.
For the sake of clarity, part (c) of this figure, which shows
an end view of the rolling tire, has been drawn to a different
scale from part (b) and represents the unswiveled condition.
In discussing the geometric quantities, the following termi-
nology and symbols are used: The wheel center plane is the
plane of symmetry of the wheel perpendicular to the wheel
ade. The tire center line or equator comprises the tire
points which on the undistorted tire are located at the
intersection of the tire outer circumference with the wheel
center plane; under the action of moments and lateral forces
these tire points are deflected laterally by an amount A with
respect to the wheel center plane. The symbol ki designates
the lateral deflection of tire equator points whi& are not in
contact with the ground and Ag.designates the lateral
deflection of points which are in contact with the ground.
The point at the center of the ground-contact area is desig-
nated by ~.
The lateral distance of the wheel plane from an arbitrary
spaca-i%xedXZ-plane is designated by qt for points off tie
~ti-und at a vertical height z and by qz for points on the
ground. The lateral distances of tire-equator points from
this XZ-plane are similarly designated by yt and y.. The
difference between y and q is the lateral distortion k of the
tire, or
h=yi—l?i (1)
and
A==yz—qx (2)
The tire contacts the ground in a finite area having a
finite width and a length 2h. The width of this area is
assumed to be negligibly small; that is, the ground-contact
area is assumed to be reduced to a ground-contact line.
The foremost ground-contact point (in the direction of
motion) is designated by the subscript 1, the rearmost
point by the subscript 2, and the center point by the subscript
O. Except for braking and accelerating effects, the center
point Ohas approxiniately the same horizontal x-coordinate
as the wheel asle.
Distances about the tire equator or circumference are
measured in terms of the circumferential coordinate s whose
origin is taken at the point O.
The wheel is assumed tb move at constant velocity o
approximately in the direction of the X-axis. The wheel is
laterally inclined with respect to the vertical Z-s& by the
tilt angle Y and is swiveled with respect to the XZ-plane by
the swivel angle O. Both tilt and swivel angles are assumed
to be small; that is, cm O=cos ~.=1, sin 0=0, and sin Y=Y.
The center point of the wheel ade is located at a vertical
distance r3 from the XY (ground) plane, a lateral distance
r3~ from the intersection of the wheel plane and the ~-plane,
and a lateral distance ~ from the XZ-plane, where
lh=m—w (3)
TIRE DISTORTION
This section contains a short discussion of the features of
tire distortion which me pertinent to the derivation of the
basic kinematic relations of this report.
Experimental and theoretical considerations (for oxnmplo,
see refs. 3 and 2, respectively) indicate that, if tho t.iro
equator in the ground-contact region is subjected to ar~itrmy
lateral distortion, the lateral distortion of the tire equator
off the ground Attends to die out as an exponentially decaying
function of the circumferential displacement s (for oxnmple,
see fig. 2(a)). Thus, near tire point 1 off the ground the tire
distortion will tend to approach the pnttern described by
the equation
(4)
and a similar equation will apply near tire point 2. Tho
exponential constant .L is a tire characteristic having tho
dimension of length and is called the relaxation length,
The relaxation length near point 2 is not necessarily exactly
the same as that near point 1; however, since tho formor
relaxation length will not. be used in this report in any
critical calculations, this dii7erence will not be taken into
account.
In regard to the accuracy of equation (4) very near point
1, it should be emphasized that this exponential variation is
only an expression of the equilibrium condition which the
tire-equator distortion would rench in the absenco of any
restraints. However, it is obvious that conditions exist for
which this distortion curve cannot’ be completely exponential
in form. For example, for the case of pure lateral deflection
of a stationary tire, the tire equator in the ground-contact
zone is (neglecting skidding) a straight line parallel to tho
wheel center plane and extending from point 1 to point 2
(see solid-lines in fig. 2 (b)). Consequently, the existenco
of an exponential cu.cve just to the right of point 1, and
including point 1, would imply the existence of a sharp bond
in the tire at point 1 such as is indicated in figure 2 (a),
Site a sharp bend is impossible because of iinite tire stiff-
ness, it follows that, in general, on a stationary tire tho
e.sponential variation given by equation (4) cannot bo valid
close to point 1. However, esperirnental evidence indicates
that beyond a short transition region ahead of point 1 the
tire-equator distortion curve does have an essentially ex-
ponential character (see solid lines in fig. 2 (b)). As the
wheel rolls ahead the nonexponential transition region of the
tire equator is laid down or developed on the ground as it
passes into the ground-contact zone, and the more nearly
e,qonentis.1 part of the equator curve moves down toward
the ground (see da-shedlines in fig. 2 (b)) and is eventually
developed on the ground, so that after rolling a short clistanco
from r~t and during normal rolling conditions (fig. 2 (c)) the
tire-equator distortion at the front end of the tire can
approach the assumed exponential variation of equation (4).
At the rear end of the tire the equator distortion curve
during rolling does not so closely approximate an exponential
variation, since at the rear end there is no process of laying
down or development such as is responsible for the mponem
tial variation at the front end. However, since the remnvarcl
section of the tire equator is not used in any critical ccdculn-
tions in this report, its equator curve is also, for simplicity,
assumed to be exponential.
If equation (4) is accepted as the basic equation for
.!
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I
,..Exponential region
A,
(b)
(n)
(b)
: +s————
Assumed theoretical shape of tire equator distortion for a stationary
twisted tfre. u= o.
Aotual shape of tire equator distortion for an untwisted tire at rest
(solid lines) and just after starting to roll (dashed lines).
(o) Aotwd shape of tfre equator distortion for a rolling tire.
FIGURE 2.—Tiro equator distortion.
.
tire-equator lateral distortion near point 1 under rolling
conditions, the total lateral displacement of the tire from
the ~Z-plane in this region can, by use of equation (l), be
written in the form
#“-h
yf = m +~le-r (5)
Substituting the geometric relation ~F ~r–~z (see fig. 1)
into equation (5) gives
s-h
yi= ~Z—Tz+A1eT (6)
KINEMATIC EQUATION
By making use of the physical concepts discumed pre-
viously, together with equation (6), it is now possible to
establish aa follows the basic differential equation relating
the tire deflection at the center of the ground-contact area
~0with the wheel coordinates q, O,and -y,
There is assumed to be perfect adhesion between tire and
ground, that is, no skidding. As the tire rolls forward
(nrbitrmily swiveling, tilting, and moving laterally) a dis-
tance dx, a new element of the tire of circumferential length
da above and in front of point 1 is laid down or developed on
the ground. This tire element, before being laid down on
the ground, had the lateral-distortion variation given by
equation (6). This equation, after diil!erentiation with
respect to 8, yields for a given instantaneous position of the
tire the following rate of change of distortion:
At point 1, where s=h and yt=yl:
($91=(%91-’(%)+ (s)
The tem &()a%, is simply the sine of the angle between the
ground and the tire equator at point 1. (See fig. 1.) Just
to the left of point 1 the tire is flattened on the ground, or
dz ()~=0. If ~ ~were not zero, t+e tire would have to have
a sharp bend at point 1. However, because of the finite
bending stiilneasof an actual tire, a sharp bend is impossible;
()thus ~ ,=0 and equation (8) reduces to
(%)=($3+’ (9)
dz()Further, since ~ ,=0, s is a horizontal coordinate near
point 1. The rate of change of ‘wheellateral displacement q.
with respect to the horizontal coordinate x at any given
instant is just the swivel angle 8; hence
&f()ds, =8—+ Xl (lo)
If the tire is assumed to have no sharp bend at point 1,
(W=(%)attispohto.‘hen-4%91kthe
of the tire equator on the ground at point 1 and since no
skidding is assumed to esist, this slope must coincide with
dy,
tie track of the rolling tire on the ground, which is ~“
Thus,
h ~ lx .
—= _z ,
dx
or, if tierentiation with respect to x is designated by the
operator D=~ and the terms are rearranged, -
L Dy,=LO—Al (11)
(Alternate derivations of this equation are presented in refs. 3
and 4.) A slightly more convenient form of equation (11) is
obtained by substitution of tie geometric relations XI=Y1—71
and ~l=~o+lu? (see fig. 1) to give
(l+L D)y,=q,+(L+h)13 (12)
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Equation (12) is the basic equation for y, previously ob-
tained by Von Schlippe and Dietrich (refs. 3 and 4). It
should be noted, however, that no tilt terms appear in the
equation. Although it is not known whether the effect of
tilt on the validity of equation’ (12) is important, in view of
the present lack of a reliable method for taking this tilt
effect into account, the following argument is presented to
afford at least a crude approach to the problem.
()Equation (S) contains the tilt term y $ , which was set
dz
()
equal to zero on the grounds that the factm —ds ,
is zero
because of the finite bending stifhess of the tire. (See fig. 1.)
On the other hand, if it is assumed that the bending stiflness
of the tire is zero and if radial tire distortion is neglected,
dz
()
~ , ~ be equal to hjr and the tilt term yh/r will enter into
equations (9) to (12). As a somewhat questionable approxi-
mation, it will now be assumed that a term of this type, but
sm,nllerby the reduction factor f<l, should appear in the
M@entinl equations (9) to (12). Equation (12) then
becomes
(13)
A similar tilt term was derived by Greidanus (ref. 7) on the
basis of a slightly different argument. (Greidanue’ term is
discussed in a subsequent section of this report.) However,
apparently no other detailed tire-motion theory has included
such a term.
Equation (13) is the fundamental kinematic relation for
tire point 1. The kinematic relations for points Oand 2 are
determined by the condition of perfect adhesion between tire
and ground. During the rolling process each tire circumfer-
ential element first contacts the grofid at point 1, later
proceeds to point Oand then to point 2, after which it leaves
the ground. Ckmsequently,with perfect adhesion each tire
element at point 2 has the same lateral deflection that it had
when it entered the contact zone at point 1 a distance 2h ago;
that is,
.v~(~)=yl(z–2h) (14)
Silarly the kinematic relation for point Ois
?JO(z)=!h(z–h)
or .
?J*(z) =yo(z”+h) (15)
Finally, by combining equations (13), (15), and (3) @e
equation
[1+LD]yo(z+h)=qo(z) +[L+h]@)-~(z) ‘
[ ‘%’) ‘1’)=zdz)+ [L+hlfXz)+ r~——
is obtained. This is the basic kinematic equation correlating
the tire lateral deflection y. under rolling conditions with tho
swivel angle O,the -wheellateral displacement no or qs, and
the lateral tilt Y for arbitmrily applied variations of O,noor
qs, and ~. However, this transcendental form of the kine-
matic equation is not the most convenient form for some
purposes in this report. In particular it is e~q)edient to
remove the transcendental expression from equation (16)
by use of a series expansion.
SERIES EXPANSIONOF KINEMATICEQUATION
The expressionyo(x+h), after expansion in a Taylor series,
g-ire%
(170)
where the operator DRrepresents & An oltwnatiyo form
of equation (17a) which is useful later is .
y. (z+h) =e’Dyo (z) (17b)
since the infinite series in hD is the series crqmnsion of (ho
exponential function. A third useful form bf thi~ equation
is obtained by expressing equation (17b) in terms of CLtimo
derivative D, instead of the space derivative D. Sinco it
is assumed throughout this report that the rolling velocity
o is constapt, the ,correlation between these two derivatives
is given by the equation
and hence equation (17b) can also be &itten in the form
yo(z-l-h)=dr’%o(z) (17C)
Ditlerentiation of equations (17) gives the result
tio(~+U=Qo(@+h fro(x)+; h’me(z)+ . . .
(1s($
or
Substitution of equations (17) and (1S) into equation (16)
gives after rearrangement, with yO(Z) written qimply ns VO
and similar treatment of q~ q~, 0, rmd ~:
=(1+1, D+Z3 D+ . . .)~o
(19a)
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where
l,=L+h
~= (2L+h):
.
or
= (l+L D)e’”yo
=(l+ZU-’D,) &]D~o (19b)
Equations (19rL)rmd (19b) are alternative forms of the basic
kinemmtic equation (16) which are useful in subsequent
sections of this report.
This concludes the derivation and discussion of the basic
kinematic equation correlating the lateral tire deflection
y. with the wheel coordinates O,To,and -y. Next, attention
will be directed to the relationships existing between these
coordinates tmd the forces and moments acting on the wheel.
iiORCESAND MOMENTS ON T~ WEEL
In this section the primary forces and moments acting on
n rolling -wheelare discussed and, where possible, equations
are sot down for these quantities. These equations are then
utilized in later sections, together with the preceding- kine-
matic equation, to establish the equations of motion for a
rolling wheel.
The forces and moments considered fall into fhe general
crLtegories: elastic forces and moments due to tire distortion,
gyroscopic moments, tire inertia forces and moments,
hysteresis forces and moments, and structural forces and
mommts.
Throughout this discussion, forces along the coordinate
axes are considered positive if they tend to move the wheel
in the positive directions of the coordinate axes; moments
tibout the coordinate axes X, Y, and Z or other parallel
axes me considered positive if they tend to produce wheel
m tation from the positive Y-axis toward the positive Z-axis,
from the positive Z-axis toward the positive X-axis, ‘and
from the positive A--axis townrd the positive Y-ask, respec-
tively,
ELASTICFORCESAND MOMENTSDUE TO TIRE
DISTORTION
LATERAL ELASTICFORCE .,
The lnternl elasticity properties of a tire will be considered
first. If a static untilted tire is laterally deflected at its
base with respect to its rim by a lateral force &VA,it produces
nn equal spring reaction force roughly proportional to the
mean lateral distortion A.6=S,or, inversely, a lateral tire dis-
tortion }.6=. creates a proportioned ground force Fvi. If the
Iuteral distortion of the center of the ground-contact line &
is taken as the mean distortion, then the elastic ground force
is
Fvk=Kh&=Kk(yo-70) =KA(yo–%-T3T) (20)
where KX is the lateral spring constant or side stitl%essof the
tire. This relation is used by most investigators. However,
i.h references 2 to 5 a slightly ~erent expression is used.
In these references the mean lateral distortion of the tire.is
defied as the average of the distortions at the kul.ing-edge
and trailing-edge points of the giwmd-contrict aren (joints
1 and 2). The resulting equation for FVAis
instead of equation (20). The true equation for Fvl is prob-
ably more complicated than either of these two equotions;
however, since no plausible means of obtaining n better
equation is available, it appears advisable to select one of the
above equations for use in this repo~t. Equation (21) may
be slightly the better equation for a few special cases of wheel
motion, but equation (20) is much simpler to work with, and
in most cases of wheel motion it makes little difference
which of the two equations is used. Therefore, for the sake
of simplicity equation (2o) is adopted hereinafter as the
basic equation for the lateral force on n wheel due to lateral
deformation of the tire.
TORSIONALE ASTIC~IOMENT
The torsional elasticity properties of a tire will be con-
sidered next. If a tire is twisted on the ground about n
vertical axis through an angle a, there arises a restoring
ground moment that ‘is roughly linearly proportional to
the twist:
MZ==K.a (22)
The tire tti”t a is equal to the mean angle between the track
of the tire on the ground and the wheel plane; that, is,
a=lly.,.%-tl. Taking the value of Dy~um as DyO gives
a=~o—~ (23)
and thus
Mza=Ka(Dyo-@ =K&lD,yo-o) (24)
Most investigatcm of tire motion um thisrelation. However,
in references 2 to 5 the mean angle is taken equal to
(kl–X,)/2h and thus the moment equation
(25)
is obtained, which leads to relatively more complicated
equations of motion than does equation (24). Siu~ there
is no strong reason for believing equation (25) to be a
signiiknt improvement over the simpler equation (24), the
latter is used in the rmrdysisof this report.
Melzer (ref. 10) has used the less accurate relation that the
moment due to tire twist is
Mztt=-Kae (26)
which implies the relation @Dyo. (See eq. (24).) Since
this relation is not true in all practical cases, Melzer’s
theory should be viewed with some caution.
TILTRLASTICFORCE
If a tire is tilted from the vertical Z-axis by an angle 7 ‘
—. —..——. -.—
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without lateral distortion of the equator (&= O), there fies
a restoring ground lateral force that is appm”kimatdy linearly
proportional to the tilt mgle (e. g., see ref. 2);
Fn= –Kyy (27)
where K7 is the constant of proportionality. Most authom
(excepting Rotta in ref. 2) have not considered the effects of
this force term although they have considered other effects
of the same order of magnitude.
VERTICAL-LOADCENTEROF PRRSSURE
Under some circumstmws the vertical load F, influences
the wheel motion. Jn order to consider this influence it is
necessary to know the location of the center of pressure of
this forcr+ In the XZ-plane (@. 1) this center of pressure
lies approximately below the wheel axle in line with the point
O. In the YZ-plane the center of pressure is shifted laterally
from the intersection of wheel plane imd ground q. as a result
of lateral distortion & and tilt -Y. As a first approximation,
this shift may be taken as linearly dependent on & and -r so
thnt the lateral distance c of the center of pressure from the
XZ-plane becomes
C= TO+CA—CYT
=c~o+ (1—Cx)qo—c~y
=CAVo+ (1 –CA)TIS+[(1–cJr3–cJ-y (Z8)
where cx and ~ are constants. (The signs of the terms are
chosen so that CAand ~ are positive numbers.) .-
GYROSCOPICMOMENTS
GYROSCOPICMOMENTDUE TO LATRRAL DISTORTTON OF TIBE
The ori=ti of gyroscopic momehts on a rding untiIted
wheel with lateral distortion of the tire at the grouhd (@. 3)
is considered nest. TVhile the solid rim and axle parts of
the wheel are untilted, lateral deformation of the elastic tire
causes the tire, on the average, to be tilted with respect to
&r* -
the wheel center plane by an amount TX=— ~ where r is
r+ra
the tire radius and r, is a correction factor which indicates
the effective fraction of the total tire mass that is tilted at
this angle. Kantrowitz (ref. 8), apparently the only in-
vestigator who has considered this at least theoretically
significant factor, has suggested that 71= 1/2. This tilting
DJ@,
action produces an.angalar velocity D~7~=—j where D~
r+r3
indicates differentiation with respect to tie. This angular
velocity, together with the rotational velocity of the tire a,
produces a gyroscopic moment about the Z-axis of magnitude
r
/’
.
—
I?IGURE3.—Effectivetiretiltdue to lateral distortion of tire.
WhereIX~is the moment of inertia of the tire (excluding the
did ri& and axle) about the wheel axle. By using the
:elation D,( )=0 D( ), equation (29) cm also be expressed
n the form
(30)
w-herethe ratio v/a is, to G good enough npprosirrmtion for
ibis secondary term, equal to the tire radius r. Then,
~ubstitutingfor m and a/v in equation (30) gives
(31)
For later convenience, the result can be ex~rased in sevcmd
alternateabbreviated forms:
MtA=-#~=-tiD@o—qo) =—m ll~(~o-n-r~) (32)
where
(33)
4nother method for deriving an expression for r is discussed
n a>ubs6quent section.
GYROSCOPICMOMENTDUETOTILTINGOFWWEEL
If the entire wheel structure tilts at an rmgular velocity
9,7, rmother gyroscopic moment arises of magnitude
(34)
n addition to the term of equation (29). Here Ivw is the
,otal polar moment of inertia of the wheel (including tho
ire) about its asle.
.
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GYEOSCOPIC MOMENT DUE TO SWIW3LlNG OF WEEEL
If the wheel swivels at an angular velocity D#, a tilting
gyroscopic moment also arises of mngnitude
(35)
TIRE INERTIA FORCES AND MOMENTS
This section is concerned with an examination of the in-
fluonco of tire inertia forces and moments on a wheel rolling
at high speeds. Two types of such inertia effects are evsJu-
atcd now in mpamte sections: inertia forces and poments
associated with lateral distortion and twisting of the tire, and
centrifuged forces and moments. Then the overall effects
of these two types of inertia forces and moments are con- -
sidered in another section.
INERTIAFORCES AND MOMENT?3 DUE TO LATEEAL DISTORTION OF TIRE
At high rolling or shimmy velociti&, tire inertia forces and
momcmts mise which are proportional to the relative ac-
celerations of the different parts of the tire (including the’
prwiously discussed gyroscopic moment due to tire lateral
distortion, diecuwed here from a slightly different point of
view), A rough estimate of these forces and moments can
bo made as follows: One-third of the total maw of the tire
m~ is assumed to be located on the periphery of the tire and
to be subjected to the same accelerations with respect to the
wheel hub as are tire particles on the equator line, while the
remaining tire mass is assumed to be substantially undis-
turbed. The “active” mass of the tire per unit circumfer-
ential length is then m~/6n-r. The lateral acceleration of tire
pnrticlea on the right-hand side of the tire and off the ground
in figure 1(a) will be considered first. The lateral distortion
of the tire in this region is given by equation (4). The
Ioteral relative velocity of a tire particle, obtained by differ-
entiating this quantity with respect to time, is
( )
$–h
“D,h’= D,A,–~D,s e ‘
.—
The quantity DN, which represents the peripheral veloei~
of tire particles with respect to the wheel axle, is approxi-
mately equal to the negative of the rolling velocity o, so that
the velocity expression becomes
Dilferenticdion of this result to give the relative acceleration
of the tire particles yields the result
The corresponding inertia force AF for this part of the @-e
is obtained by integrating the product of this acceleration
and the active mass per unit length to obtain the force
‘term —~ s8u*Dt’k, ds.6z-r ,.b Evaluation of this integral,
after replacing the upper limit by infinity for simplification
of the result (which introduces no signi6cant error because
of the rapidly decaying exponential function in DIR{), yields
(36)
The corresponding inertia moment &i is given by the
expression -
where r sin p is the moment arm (see fig. 1 (a)), g is related
to p by the relation ~—h=r(p—w), and ~=sin-l $ There-
fore, the moment integral may be written in terms of p in
the form .
Evaluation of this integral, gfter replacing the upper limit
by infinity (which introduces no appreciable error), yields
the expression ‘
In a similar manner, for tire particles off the ground on
the left-hand side of the tire in figure 1(a), the following
expressions are obtained for the inertia force and moment:
(38)
In these ihvoexpressionsit is assumed, for reasons previously
discussed, that the relaxation length L is the same for both
sides of the tire.
In obtaining the inertia forces and moments for tire par-
ticl~ in the ground-ontaet arm, it is recognized that in
practically all cases where inertia forces are’ important the
groundwontaet line is almost a straight line, so that the
lateral distortion for tire particles in this region can be
espressed fairly well by the equation
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The corresponding velocity and acceleintion are
D,hZ=Dz~+~ DLa—va
D,’Ag=D,2b+8 DZza—2v Dla
The total inertia force for this region is then
=–~h (D,%–2v D,a) (40)
and the inertia moment is
.
(41)
The total inertia force Fti, obtained by summing the force
terms in equations (36), (38), and (40), can be stated
conveniently in terms of & and a by using the relations
11+?u=2~ and A1—k~=2ha, which are valid for a sub-
stantially straight ground-contact line. The result is
where 11=L+h. Similnrly, the total inertia moment is
M.*+ “’(’+%R)+E-{[ L’+?-’ 3r- D,’a+
(42)
The significance of these inwtia expressions will now be
-partly evaluated by considering the inertia force for sinu-
soidal oscillations; that is, where h=~ sin d and there-
fore D,%= —Gb, so that equation (42) may be restatecl as
‘“=-M-Z+” (44)
(An equation similar to eq. (44) has been derived by llar-
strand in ref. 20. hIarstrand’s equation, however, is based
on a cruder representation of the shape of the lateral dis-
tortion of the tire.)
In order to interpret the significance of the inertia force
it is noted that the tire force quantity which is of importance
for the subsequent analysis is the net tire force Fm acting
cm the wheel, which is equal to the sum of the ground force
FVAnnd the inertia force F’:
Frm=FU~+Ffi (45)
Tor a static tire, Fvx WE set equal to KA~ (eq. (2o) ). In
the dynamic case the relation between ground force and
later~ distortion of the tire may be moti-ecl by the inortin
effect. As a first approximation, it will be assumed thnt the
modification of the ground force is proportional to tho im.wtin
force, or
FWX=KX&—VwFvt (46)
where qr is rLnumber whose absolute value will be 10SSlhn
unity if the modification of the ground forco duo to tho
inertia force is less than the inertia force itself.
After combining equations (44), (45), and (46), tlm follow-
ing equation for the net tire force Frmis obtnined:
l?rom the form of equation (47) it oan be soon tlmtj insofar
as the ratio of net tire. force to lateral deformation is con-
cerned, the effect of the inertia force can be consickred oquivo-
Ient to a change in tire lateral stiffnew AKxf equnl to
A&/= -(1-q,) 2($”+ (48)
Similarly, from an examination of the terms containing a
in the inertia moment equation .(43), it can be concluded
that part of the effect of this inertia moment is to chnngo tlm
tire torsional stitfness by an nmount A&, which is dofimcl
by
where q. is a number representing the. torsional stiffness
similar to ~rfor the lateral stifhmss. The remaining inortio-
moment term in equation (43), which is proportional to
D,b, is simply the previously discussed gyroscopic moment
due to lateral tire distortion. By compa~g this term wiLh
equation (32) it is seen that the coefficient 7 may be ox.Trcssccl
by the equation
,
27+++:)
T=
3Z(L’+7’2) ‘ (60)
Equation (50) gives approsimntely the same resulLns equn-
tion (32) with Kantrowitz’ assumption that ~1-~. Tho
discussion of the velocity range in which theso sLiffness
changes are important is postponed until ofter tho cffocts of
centrifugal forces have been considered.
EFFECTS OF CENTRIFUGAL FORCESJ
Another inertia effect that may become significant at high
speeds is produced by the centrifugal forces acting on the
individual mass elements of the tire. Them centrifugal
forces appar to increase the tire stiffness, as will bo demon-
strated by a crude analysis which gives a qualitntivo idm oi
this effect but which should not be rcgrwdednapossessing nny
strong quantitative merit.
For the purpose of this estimnte, one-hnlf the mass of the
tire is assumed to be concentrated in the sido wnlls nncl the
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othei half is assumed to be concentrated on the periphery.
If the tire lateral and torsional sti.finessesKk and K. ars
assumed to be directly proportional to the tension in the side
walls of the tire, there will be two sources of tire sti.fhss:
inflation pressure, which produces a side-wall tension approx-
imately equal to w-pper unit circumferential distance (where
WJis the tire width), and centrifugal force, which produces the
‘ic’’-nute”sionon(MM) ‘mespontig‘0‘e ‘+
ripheral tire mass ~ ml. Thus the lateral stiflness of the
tire m~y be expressed in the form
Kka4#wp+m,z?
or, cquivrdently, as
It is evident from this equation that centrifugal force increases
the tire lateral stitliwss by an amount AKh,:
tind the tolsional stiffness by an amount AK=,:
(51)
(52)
SIGNIFICANCEOF TIRE INERTIAEFFECl13WITH RESPECT TO TIRE
STIFFNE9S
The significance of the two just discussed tire inertia effects
on the tire stiffnesswill now be considered.
For the lateral stfiew of a tire, the effective change
AI-A from the static vrdue of Kh is obtained by adding the
two increments given by equations (48) and (51). The
resulting eifective overall change in tire lateral stiflness as a
function of rolling speed and shimmy frequency is
AKA=(l–v,)m,l,#_ (l–q,)mt&+mt~K\,. t,.
‘j%r 3n-rL 4%#Wp
(53)
The first term, which involves the shimmy frequency,
appears to be small enough in comparison with KA so that
it can probably be neglected for most practical conditions.
The last two terms have opposite signs if 7,<1 and thus
may represent two partly counterbakmcing effects. The
second term arises from the previous considerations of the
lateral acceleration of tire particles and tends to reduce the
effective lateral stiifness of the tire with increasing rolling
velocity if qg<l. The last term arises horn the previous
considerations of centrifugal forces and tends to increase the
lateral stiffness. These last two terms indicate that at high
rolling speeds, if w<l ,the tire stiffnessmay eitherdrastically
decrease or drastically increase, depending on which of the
two terms is larger. However, both terms happen to be of
the same order of magnitude and the derivations of both
413010*il&ll
terms are based on concepts too crude to justify conclusions
regarding which term is larger. Thus, the o~y conclusion
that can be drawn is that at sufficiently high rolling speeds
drastic changes in tire lateral stiffness may occur. Whether
the stiffness increases or decreases can probably be settled
only by experiment.
In order to give some quantitative measure of the velocity
at which these inertia effects become siggcant, some calcu-
lations were madd to determine the velocity at which the
magnitude of the second tag in equation (53) becomes equal
to I& By making use of the static tire data in reference 24
for several modern aircraft tires and asmming that ~p=O,
it was found that this velocity averaged approximately
400~ fps =270~ mph, where r is expressedin feet. Similar
estimateafor the velocity at which the third term in equation
(53) becomes equal to Kk yielded approximately this same
velocity. NIoreover, since this velocity is rather high com-
pared with normal present-day landing speeds, the inertia
effects on tire lateral stiflness considered here can probably
usually be neglected.
For the torsional stiffness of a tire, the overall effective
change in torsional stiihess AK= due to tire inertia and
centrifugal forces is obtained by adding the two increments
given by equations (49) and (52). The result is
(54)
This equation is parallel to equation (53) for the lateral
stiflness, so that statements made previously concerning the
lateral stifhss apply here also.
OTHER INERTIAEFFECTS
The preceding discussion suggests that tie effects of tire
inertia are to change tire stiffness at high speeds and to
introduce a gyroscopic moment. However, it shollld be
recognized that other inertia effects will come into play,
probably at velocities close to those at which the previously
mentioned inertia effects arise. For example, the basic
kinematic equation depends on the assumption of an expo-
nentially distorted tire-equator line corresponding to n
deiinite “static” relaxation length. This assumption is vahd
(if it is valid at all) only when the elastic forces in the tire
predominate over the inertia forces. TQhereinertia forces
are strong in comparison with elastic forces, it is at least
doubtful wheth6r the relaxation length remains constant.
Although there are undoubtedly other eflects of tire inertia
in addition to the ones discussed here, it appears probable
that the importance of many tire inertia edlects can be
assessed by means of the following summary statement:
The major effects of tire inertia on the rolling motion appear
to mme into play at a velocity of an order of magtitude of
400~ fps =270W mph where r is espressed in feet. For
considerably smalle~ velocities, most inertia effects can
probably be safely neglected; for velocities of this order of
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magnitude or higher, many of the basic assumptions
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of this
-.
report, and of most othe~ papers on this subject, may be
subject to considerable error.
HYSTERESISFORCESAND MOMENTS
In addition to the -forces and moments previously dis-
cussed, certain damping forces and moments .arise m a
‘consequence of the sometimes considerable hysteresis losses
which arise in the distortion of elastic tires. Apparently
the only significant attempt to deal with this hysteresis
problem is reported by Von Schlippe and Dietrich in refer-
ence 5.Z This reference provides some valuable insight into
the fundamental mechanism of the hysteresis process and
presents an equation for the hysteresis moment act~ about
the swivel axis of a shimmying wheel. However, even
though use of this hysteresis-moment equation leads to good
agreement between theoretical and experimental stability
boundariu for a limited amount of tqm.rimental data (as is
shown subsequently in the present report), some parts of
the analysis seem so unrealistic that it is questionable whether
much cofidence can be placed in the final results of refer-
ence 5. Apparently, the only other significant contribution
to the hysteresis problem is provided by the analysis of
Moreland in references 11 and 12. In these references tire
hysteresis forces as such me not considered, but-the idea is
inh-educed that a tire possesses a characteristic time-lag
constant. In a subsequent section of the present report it
is shown that this time-lag constant may be, at least in part,
a consequence of hysteresis etlects. However, the interpre-
tation of Moreland’s time-lag constant as a hysteresis eflect
presents some questionable features that are also discussed
subsequently.
No completely satisfactory solution of the hysteresis prob-
lem has been found yet. How-ever, the following crude
analysis of this problem offers another point of view with a
few qualitative merits not possessed by the. two pre,tious
analyses.
Consider the case in which a standing tire is subjected to
a periodical lateral deformation & of the form
b=bw sin Vt
Under these conditions the lateral ground force .F,x on the
tire is experimentally observed to vary with time in the
manner indicated in sketch 1 and the corresponding varia-
tion of lateral ground force FWXwith lateral tire distortion
~, shown in sketch 2, appears in the form of a typical
hyster& loop. As can be seen from sketch 1, the lateral
Sketch 1 Sketoh 2
J
tire deformation & lags behind the lateral ground forco Ftix
by a time increment M, Where M is approximately equal to
the ratio of Ah to the maximum slope of the curve of k
plotted against tirqp (which is ~_ v for the assumed v(trin-
tion of h):
Ah
A$=b=v (66)
As a fit approximation for quantitatively including this
time-~m concept in the present anrdysis,a tire is resumed to
behave somewhat like a combination of a linear spring cud
a damper unit such as is indicated in sketch 3, where tho
A
\ -
al ‘
Sketoh 3
spring constant corresponds to the
1-Ao
previously discussed tim
lateral stiffness Kx and % is the coeilicient of an equivalent
linear damper. Inertia forces are neglected for the present
argument. The differential equation for this system is
Ki&l-- % Dt&=.F,x (66)
and its solution for the case of h=b= sin vtgives Qhystere-
sis loop of the form indicated in sketch 2 where the time lag
& becomes
At=
‘an-’ %
‘v (57)
After equating equations (55) and (57), al c+n be exTressed
by the relation%=
& tan(A&&=)
sc that equation (66) canv
then be written in the form
FvL=Kxh+ Fv,=KA(h+ Th D,~) (68)
where F~k, the lateral force resulting from hysteresis effects,
is
FV,=KiT~ D,~=KkTiv Db (69)
and “where
T~= t~ (A~~-) -g
v v
}
(60)
Ah-tan —
h m=
.
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With the same type of reasoning the hysteresis twisting
moment is given by the equation
lMzh=K.T. Dta=KaTav Da (61)
(compruwwith eq. (59)), where .
Ta=tan (Aa/%)_~
v —v
1 (62)
J
It is now seen that the determination of the hysteresis
forca and moment from equations (59) and (61), respectively,
depends on the determination of two quantities Th and T.
which have the dimension of time and wl$ch will be called
time-lag constants. The quantity Tx, in particular, can be
considered closely analogous to Moreland’s time-lag constant.
In the present case equations have been derived for the time-
lng constants as functions of the three variablea n, ~a, md V.
(See eqs. (60) rmd (62).) However, it should be clemly
recognized that equations (60) and (62) are based in part on
arguments valid only for a standing tire. These arguments
may no longer be valid for a rolling tire, and even if the idea
of a time-lag constant is still valid, it is likely that the time-
lag comtants will not be adequately predicted by equations
(60) and (62), particularly if the quantitiw T, and ~~ fw
evaluated horn static hysteresis loops. Moreover, it is basi-
cally unsound to assumethat the hysteresisforce is dependent
only on the tirelat eral distention& and is independent of the
tire twist a; actually the hysteresis force (and the hysteresis
moment) will in general depend in a complex manner on both
& and a, and even for a first approximation the interaction of
these two variables cannot necessarily be neglected. Thus it
appears that the preceding hysteresis equations are baaed on
rather speculative and perhaps unsound assumptions, at
least from a quantitative point of view, and for this rmson
these equations will not be incorporated into most of the
derivations in subsequent parts of this report. On the other
hand, the preceding derivation may be sufEciently plausible
to give some idea of the order of magnitude of hysteresis
effects, particularly since Moreland has indicated in reference
12 that his experimental data (mostly unpublished) demon.
stmtes the existence of a time-lag effect in tire motion; con-
sequently, in a few parts of this report some mention will be
made of the consequences of introducing the hysteresis force
and moment terms that have just been derived into a wheel-
shimmy analysis.
STRUCNJILLL FORCES AND MOMENTS
The preceding discussion covers the major ground forces
and moments and the ‘gymscopic moments- acting on the
wheel. In addition, forces and moments are exerted on the
wheel by the supporting structure. These will be designated
os Fg, for the net structural force parallel to the Y-axis, M=
for the bet structural lateral tilting moment, and ikfx for the
net structural swiveling moment. These forces and moments
include shimmy damper moments, spring restoring momenta,
inertia forces in a landing-gear structure (exclusive of. the
wheel inertia force), and spring forces arisiig from the
flexibility of a landing-gear strut or of the fuselage of an air-
plane. In general, most of these forces and moments can
probably be considered approximately linear except shimmy
damper momen&; however, even ‘these moments can be
replaced as a tit approximation by equivalent linear damp-
ing moments.’ (See, for example, appendix A.)
Within the scope of a linear theory, these structural forces
and moments will depend in a linear manner on the wheel-
center coordinates ~, O, and v according to expressions of
the type
F,,= TI(D,)TS+ T2(DJo+ T@,~ (63)
M== T,(D,)m+ T,(D,)o+ T,(D,)y (64)
Mu= T,(D,)q,+ ,Ts(D,)e+ T,(D,)Y (65)
where the T’s are functions of the differential operator D[,
sometimes called transfer functions, w-hose specific forms
will depend on the type of landing gear in question.
This concludes the discussion of the forces and moments
acting on a rolling wheel. Now these quantities will be
utilized to set up the basic equations of motion for a rolling
elastic wheel.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
DERIYATIONOF THE EQUATIONSOF MOTION
b this section the linearized equations of motion for a
rolling elastic wheel are set down with the aid of the equa-
tions from the preceding sections.
The sum of the lateral forces acting on the wheel parallel
to the Y-axis is set equal to the inertia reaction to give (see
eqs. (20) and (27))
Fm+ KX(yO—~a—rSY)—KV~=m~ D?% (66)
or, rearranging,
.E’P.+Ku,– (KA+ m.mD?)T,– (Kxr,+ K,)y=O (67)
The fit term in equation (66) is the structural force, the
second term is the net force on the wheel resulting from tire
elastic and rnertia forces (Kx=Kx ,ti,rc+AKx where AK.. is
given by eq. (53)), the third term is the lateral ground force
resulting from tire tilt, and mu is the mass of the wheel (ii-
cluding the tire). For reasons previously discussed, hys-
teresis forws and moments are not included either in this
equat~n or in the following equations.
Setting the sum of the lateral tilting moments about the
wheel center equal to the inertia reaction gives (see eqs.
(20), (27), (28), and (35))
U+F={CA%+ (1–d?3+[(l-dr8-dl’-%} +
lLI@D#=lzw D,V (6s)[Ka(v,–qs-rfi)-KTylr,-y
or
IVd D,o–~+ (Krg+7~)y0–[KArs+F~lqs-7
[Kxr?+K,n-Z’a(l -cJ+Fx.+1.. Dtlkr=O (69)
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The first term h equation (68) is the structural moment,
the second term is the moment resulting from the v&-tical
ground lend, the third term is the moment of the ground
forces resulting from tire laternl distortion and tilt, the
fourth term is the gyroscopic moment resulting from the
swiveling motion of the wheel, and 1= is the moment of
inertia of the wheel nbout an nxis through its center parallel
to the S-nxis.
Setting the sum of the swiveling moments about the wheel
center equnl to zero yields the equation (see eqs. (24), (32),
rind (34))
(70)
or
(+-+vDt’=O-““
The fist term in equation (7o) is the structural moment,
the second term is the net moment resulting from tire elastic
rmd inerti~ forces exclusive of the gyroscopic moment due
to tim lateral distortion (K=== ,,=,ti+AK= where AK= is
given by eq. (54)), the third term is the gyroscopic moment
resulting from tire lateral distortion, and the fourth term is
the gyroscopic moment resulting from wheel laternl tilt.
Equntions (67), (69), (71), and (16) or (19), together with
the three nuxiliary eguations (63) to (65), are the basic equa-
tions of motion for an elnstic wheel. If the T-functions in
equutions (63) to (65) are known for a particular landing
genr, these equotions can be solved simultaneously to deter-
mine the rolling behavior of the gem.
hTextthe question arises as to the most profitable method
of solution of these equations for practical landing-gear
problenm Essentially, the choice is between exact and
appro.simnte solution of the equations. In the past, exact
solutions (omitting some of the less important terms pre-
viously mentioned) have been made only for the simplest
cnse of a rigid swiveling landing gear attached to a rigid
fuselnge (refs. 2, 4, and 5). Although the exact solution
of these equations for more complex problems does’ not
appear to present any insurmountable di.flicultiw, relatively
. complex transcendental equations may be involved, so that
it is worthwhile to examine the possibility of finding simpler
systematic.appro.sirmkionsto the general equations.
A second renson for investigating systematic app~otiw
tions to the summary theory arises in connection with the
correkttion of the summary theory with the other existing
theories. Superficially, in its present form, the surmnwry
theory does not closely rmmble most of the other existing
theories. However, the approximations that are presented
subsequently make the correlations between the different
theories fairly ensy to see.
Subsequent sections of this report will be concerned with
the problem of eatablishing a series of systematic approxi-
mations to the general equations and the correlation of
these approximations with the other existing theories of
wheel motion. However, before proceeding with these two
matters it is convenient to digress slightly to consicler t)ho
exact solution of the general equations for the case of steady
yawed rolling, in order to establish several relotions which
w-allbe useful ip later sections.
EQUATIONS FOR STEADY YAWED ROLLING
For an untilted wheel which rolls at constont velocity at n
constant small swivel or yaw angle, yO(x+h) =yo(x) =
Constant, O= C?onstant, and ~J=~= O, so that equations
(2) (with vo for vJ, (16), (67), and (71) reduce, respectively,
to the relations #
&=?/o (72)
yo=(L+h)e=l,e (73)
FV.+KAYO=O (74)
iklz.-Kao=o (75)
By combination of equations (72) and (73) the tire M cral
distortion is found to be
~=lle (76)
“By combination of equations (73) and (74) the loteral
force on the wheel is found to be
FV8= –LKA8
The quantity t,Ka, which represents the l~teral forco por
unit yaw angle, is an important tire characteristic called Iho
cornering power or lateral guiding characteristic of the tire.
Later in this report it is found convenient to roprcsrmt
this quantity by a single symbol iV, where
iV=l,Ki (77)
Another property of the steady yawed rolling condiiion
that is of some intereatis the distance of the center of prwsum
of the lateral force behind the center of the tire, which is
sometimes called the pneumatic caster ~= —i14,,/F”s, This
quantity, according to equations (73) to (77), is equrd to
(78)
SYSTEMATIC APPROXIMATIONS TO THE
SUMMARY TEEORY
In this section the possibilities for simplifying tho precerl-
ing equations of motion are discussed, and a series of sys-
tematic approximations to the general equations of the
summary theory is set down.
All but one of the equations of motion (eqs. (16) or (19),
(63) to (65), (67), (69), and (71)) are usually simple Iinmr
equations and present no great diiliculties. The exception is
the kinematic equatiop, which -ma originally transcendontrd
in form (eq. (16)) and was later exTressedas an intlnite series
of linear terms (eq. (19a)). The most promising WDY to
simplify the kinematic equation appeam to be to nssumeth~t
the series expansion in equation (19a) is a rapidly convergmt
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series in which all terms above a certain value of n can be
neglected. The rapidity of convergence of the series and its
signifhmce cannot be fully determined without a knowledge
of the particular landing-gear configuration considered.
However, some insight into this question can be obtained by
considering the case of purely sinusoidal oscillations of the
form WO=ei’L2,where the quantity VIis the path frequency.
Substitution of this expression into the infinite series in yO
in equation (19a) yields
(l+~lmDn)Yo=(Plm+inm)Yo (79,
where
PIO=l—LV12+14V?— ...
}
(son)
P2m=lln-&v13+l#lb- . . . ‘.
Another form for the p’s can be obtained by substituting the
relation yO=ei’lZ into equation (16). The result is
Plm= COS vlh—Lvl SiIl vlh
}
(80b)
p~a=sin vlh+Lvl cos vlh’
The rate of convergence of the p seriesof equations (80a) can
ho tested for any given frequency by substituting numerical
values of .L, h, rind VIinto equations (80rL)and (80b) and
comparing the individual terms. A typical comparison is
shown in figure 4 for the conditions L= 0.8r, and h= 0.5r.
Tlm abscissa of this plot represents the oscillation’s wave
length S’=2iT/Vland the ordinate represents the p functions.
The label flu means that this curve represents the sum of tho
first two terms in the PI= series, and the other labeIs are
analogous. (The approximation symbols will be explained
lntcr.) From this figure it is seen that the seri~ converge
r ,.fl~z-’‘ Pal,wwox[mat!ansB, Cl,and C2.: ‘-
.—. —-—- ‘—.__—_—__—————
/ f\\
,8 - ~.
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.
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~IGUnEI4.—Variation of pl and p, with shimmy wave length.
L=O.8r; h= O.5r.
very rapidly. From a purely qualitative point of view the
figure seems to indicate that, in dealing with shimmy wave
lengths greater-than approximately 4 tire radii, two terms in
each seriesare sufficient to represent fairly well the exact vari-
ations, for wave lengths greater than appro.simntely 6 radii
one term in the pi series and two in the pl seriesme sufficient,
and for wave lengths greater than about 20 radii one term
‘ in each series is sutlicient. (The wave lengths cited here
represent only order of magnitude and are not necessarily
quantitatively siggcxmt.) To correlate these observations ~
with the conditions of wave length likely to be encountered
in practice it can be stated that the experimental datn of Tron
Schlippe and Dietrich (ref. 4 or 5) and Kantrowitz (ref. S),
which tie probably fairly typical in this respect, demonstrnte
wave lengths which nre about 4 radii long at zero rolling
velocity and which increase with increasing rolling velocity.
Thus it appears possible that the use of only a few terms in the
series expansion may lead to a reasonable prediction of
shimmy characteristics for practical operating conditions.
With the preceding considerations in mind the following
approximations to the general wheel-motion equations were
established.
APPROXIMATION A
As a iirst approximation to the general kinematic equntion
(19a) all terms for n>3 will be neglected. This gives the
approximate differential equation
yO+ll&O+12nO+13 ~yO=VO+llL9-~
“’+11’+(”’-% ‘sl)
This equation, together with all the general force nnd moment
equations previously discussed, is referred to horeinnfter ns
approximation A.
APPROXIMATION B
A second, less react approximation for equation (lW) is
obtain~d by setting ~= Ofor n>2. Thus
“3+’’0+(-) ‘s2’
,-
This equation is referred to as approximation B.
-.. .,
APPROXIMATION Cl
Another, cruder approximation for the general diffcrentinl
equation (19a) is obtained by neglecting all terms in the
series for n> 1. This gives the dHerentinl equation
~Lh ~ ‘
Yo+ll DYo=qo+llo-~ ‘y
“z+z’e+(r’-%)’
(s3)
which is referred to as approximation Cl.
L’
—.— .
— -.
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APPROXIMATION C2
As a slight simplification of approximation Cl, the rela-
tively unimportant, or at least questionable, term involtig
$ may be omitted from equation (83). This gives the
differential equation
io+ll @o=770+@=?13+lle+r37 (84)
which is referred to as approximation C2.
With the aid of equations (2) and (23), equation (84) can
be written in the more easily interpreted form
~=–lla (85)
or, by using in addition equations (2o), (22), and (77), as
(86)
Thus, in this approximation the lateral distortion of the @e
is directly proportional to ,the angular distortion.
The physical meaning of this approximation can be
obtained by considering that equation (86) can also be
arrived at by letting the ground-cmtact half-length h
approach zero in the general difbrential equation (19a) (as
was mentioned by Rotta in ref. 2), since all termq in the
series for n>l and the tilt term are multiplied by h. Then
equation (19a) (with $= O) becomes
Yo+L Qo=wo+n (87)
or, by using in addition equations (2) and (23),
x= —La (88)
Also, equation (77) for the yawed rolling becomes
N=K.J (89)
and the combination of equations (88) and (89) gives
x=+, a (90)
Equation (9o) is the same as equation (86) for any given
combination of iV and KA. Thus, when written in the form
of equation (86), approximation C2 formally corresponds to
the assumption of h=O.
Reliable qualitative results should be expected from
approximation C2 only when the neglected quantity h is small
with respect to the characteristic length of the rolling motion
in question (for example, the wave length S’ of a sinusoidal
oscillation). Fortunatcily, this condition is at least some-
times satisfied for practical rolling conditions.
APPROXIMATION D1
Before considering the nd approximation it should be
remembered that all of the terms neglected in the preceding
approximations were multiplied by the tire ground+cmtact
half-length h; thus these approximations implied the assump-
tion of progresshmly smaller ground+ontact length or
progressively larger wave length. lb order to simplify the
equations further, it is necessmy to make somOa.smrnptions
about the other tire properties. Three such assumptions
will now be made to simplify further the equations of
approximation C2. For the tit approximation, to bo
called approximation Dl, the simplification
1,=0 (91)
is adopted. Then it follows from equation (86) that, for
fhlite a,
XO=o (92)
which -is the basic equation for this approximation. Thus
for this’ approximation the tire is free to twist but not to
deflect laterally. Infinite lateral stiffness is, theroforo, also
implied:
Z&.. (93)
For the simplest form of wheel shimmy, due to tiro
elasticity rather than structural elasticity (to be considered
subsequently), equation (92) does not provide accurato
‘iormation. Por wheel shimmy due largely to structural
elastici@- rather than tire elasticity, this appro.xinmtion
may be of some value; actuidly most existing theories
corresponding to this approximation have been developed
for the primary purpose of considering the influenco of
structural elasticity on wheel shimmy.
bROXtMAmON D2”
. As a second simplhication of approximation C2, tho
assumption
~=. (94)
can ‘be adopted. The C&responding theory is desigrmtod
as approximation D2. From equation (86) it is evident that
this approximation implies that, for finite h,
a= o,- (96)
which in turn implies that
N= m
K==&=cn (96)
Thus for approximation D2 the tire is considered to bo
torsionally rigid but laterally flexible.
APPROXIMATIOND3 .
A third simplification of approximation C2 can be obtainod
by keeping the quantity 11ii.nitebut considering the tiro to
have both iniin.ite lateral stitbss and infinite torsional
stiffnm, or
Kx=K.=N= m (97)
This approximation, which is deaignatod as appro.xinmtion
D3, thus repremnta the case of a rigid tire and consequently
also implies that ci=b=O. (Formally, approximation 1)3
can also be interpreted as the limiting subcaae of approxima-
tion D1 where N= ~ or as the limiting subcase of approxima-
tion D2 where &= co. However, it shodd pot be con-
cluded that approximation D3 is necmsarily inferior to them
other two approximations.)
A choice of seven simplified approximations based on the
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sumnmry theory is now available. The problem remains of
determining which, if any, of these approximations is the
simplest one which can be used for tiy particular tire-
motion problem. While it is not yet possible to @-e a
completely satisfactory answer ta this question, some insight
into the ammvercan be gained by comparing the various
approximations with the previously published tire-motion
theories, which are at lenst partly succewful and most of
which are closely related to these approximations.
CLASSIFICATIONAND EVALUATION OF EXISTING
THEORIES’
In this section the major previously published theories of
wheel motion are briefly reviewed, evaluated, and, wherever
possible, correlated with the preceding summary theory of
this report and its approximations. Each of the major
existing theories is lirst considered individually and then an
abbreviated overall summary classiik.ation is presented in
tabular form.
INDMDUAL REVIEWAND EVALUATIONOF EXISTING
THEORIES
VON SCHLIPPE AND DIETRICH
The tire-motion theory of Von Schlippe smd Dietrich
(mfs. 3 to 6), of course, Corre.spends.d.imctlytctksunumwy
theory of 6his report, since the summary theory was taken
from their theory with ordy minor modifications. These
modifmations included a more detailed consideration of
some of the influences of lateral tilt amdof tire inertia forces
and moments. It should be noted, however, that the Von
Schlippe-Dietrich theory is more advsnced than the sum-
mary theory of this report in that it partly takeainto account
the width of the ground-contact area. However, as was
previously noted, this factor is probably not of great practical
importmce.
ROITA .,
Rotta’s tire-motion theory (ref. 2) corresponds ~ the
summary theory of this report becauw it also is based on the
Von Schlippe-Dietrich theory. Rotta’s theory represents a
slight extension of the last theory to take into account more
adequately most of the effects of tire tilt and the width of the
ground-contact area. ISOinertia forces due to tire lateral
distortion or centrifugal forces are discussed.
BOUECIER DE CARBON ADVANCED THEORY
Bourcier de Carbon (ref. 6) has developed two closely
related theories of tire motion which are similar to approxi-
mations B and C2. The fit of these will be referred to as
the Bourcier de Carbon advanced theory and the second as
the Bourcier de Carbon elementary theory.
Bourcier de Carbon’s advanced theory uses five basic tire
properties which are correlated with those of the present
report through the following relations:
(98a)
(98b)
s+
a
(980)
(98d)
(98e)
Equations (98) were obtained by compaxing this theory
with the corresponding approximation B. The symbols of
Bourcier de Carbon are overscored apd do not necewarily
bear any relation to other symbols in this report ales. ated
by the same letters. ??Although the symbols ~, ~, , and
~ bear a simple relation to the symbols used in the deriva-
tions of the present report, the symbol ~ bears a more com-
plicated relation which is worth some detailed consideration.
Bourcier de Carbon defined the tire property ~ as follows:
If an untilted wheel is rolled forward while exposed to a
constant turning moment about a vertical axis and with no
side force, it will move in a circular path of a definite radius;
~ is defined as the reciprocal of the product of the tmming
moment and the path radius. Unfortunately, however, this
constant-moment circle-rolling experiment is not edy
performed. Therefore, equation (98e), which expresses ~
.-in terms of the more easily measured fundamental quantities
L, h, and K=, is of importance for the tie of the Bourcier de
Carbon advanced theory.
In treating the subject of tilt, Bourcier de Carbon omits
many of the details considered in this report. For axample,
he implicitly asaumes that &=&=~=~=O and that the
incbation angle K i9 smfdl (taking as K= 1). - However,
these omitted tilt terms may be as important as the terms
considered (aa will be shown later); therefore, Bourcier de
Carbon’s considerations of tilt are incomplete.
It should be noted that in reference 6 certain mismncwp-
tions occur in the parts of the paper that deal with com-
parisons between theory and experiment. In particular,
some of the experimental data quoted by Bourcier de
C&bon from reference 3 of the present report appears to
be either misquoted or misinterpreted. Consequently,
Bourcier de Carbon’s conclusion that the mperimental data
of reference 3 provide a remarkable check of his theory is
not completely justified; actually these experimental data
provide only a fair indirect check of the theory.
GREIDANUS
Another theory similar to approximation B, except for
the influence of tilt, is that of Greidanus (ref. 7). Greidanus
considers the i.niluence of tilt in much greater detail than
does Bourcier de Carbon; howevar, he also fails to consider
the force term proportional to KY, and thus his r.esulti also
do not folly describe the inf3uenceof tilt.
In addition, Greidrmus’ kinematic equation differs from
equation (82) for approximation B in that he has introduced
a slightly different term associated with tilting of the tire.
In the present terminology Greidanus’ equation reads
Ilo’+11mo-H2 no=llo+llo-k~
r
(99)
.—
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The difference between the two equations lies in the co-
efficient of -y. For approximation B (eq. (82)) the coefficient
is
.
(100)
and for Greidanus’ equation (after substituting for 12from
eq. (19rL)),
()
L+; h ~ (101)
r
( )/If ~ is set equal to L+ $ L, the two coefficients are iden-
tical; thus Greidanus’ kinematic equation can be considered
to be a particular case of the corresponding equation of
approsinmtion B.
hTosubsequent detailed discussion of Greidanus’ theory is
included in this report because no complete ‘translation of
reference 7 is avaihble.
BOURCIRRDECARBONRLEMRNTARYTHEORY
Bourcier de Carbon’s elementary theory corresponds to
appro.sinmtion C2 of this report except for the minor short-
comings which were discuswd in connection with the Bourcier
de Carbon advanced theory. The only difference in Bouicier
de Carbon’s two theories is that the coticient ~ is taken as
infinity in the elementary theory but is finite (see e% (98e))
for the advanced theory. The infinite value for R corre-
sponds to the assumption L= O,which was previously made
in passing from approximation B to approximation C2
(compare eqs. (S2) and (84)). The physical significance of
~= ~ is obvious from equation (98). It means that h=O.
AmUsE
The Melzer theory of tire motion (ref. ~0) is also similar
to approximation C2 except for detti of the tilting process.
Otherwise Melzer’s kinematic equation is identical with the
kinematic equation of approximation C2 and of Bourcier de
Carbon’s elementary theory. However, Melzer’s theory
differs in that it treats the moment due to tire twist as pro-
portional to the swivel angle —0 rather than to the tire
twist angle DyO—O. This assumption would appear justiiied
only if Dyo<<o, which is not true in general. It is interesting
to note that for the simplest case of wheel shimmy (see seci
tion entitled “Application to Wheel+himmy I+oblems—
Case I“) the Melzer approximation leads to one of the same
stability boundaries and to the same limiting high-speed
shimmy frequency as the more nearly correct approximation
that included the term in Dye. This restricted agreement,
however, hardly justifies the use of Melzer’s approximation,
since predictions made by means of the two approximations
dMer with respect to divergence of the shimmy oscillations
and with respect to another stabtity boundq. Moreover,
for simple problems the Melzer approximation is not sig-
nificantly easier to solve than the more nearly correct form
including the DyO term.
MoREI@n ADVANCED THEORY
Moreland has proposed three versions of a tire-motion
theory in references 11 and 12. The most advanced of
these vemions is governed b-y the equation
& Fvi—. ——
a+ TD’a= 1, iv
(102)
or
Tllv lYyO+ll Dyo+yo=qo+ fllv Do+11o (103)
where T is a time-lag constant. . This theory corresponds io
a g&ralization of approximation C2 (with pneumatic castw
neglected, that is, c= O), since for T= O equation (102) is
identical with the basic equation for approximation C2.
However, for T# O this theory is not directly comprd,ible
with the summary theory and its nppro.xinmtions.
Moreland uses the following reasoning to establish this
equation: First, it is known thnt in steady yawed rolling u
yaw angle a is developed as a consequence of the applica~ion
of a lateral force FtiAaccording to the relation
(104)
which is the basic equation for approximation C2. How-
ever, for the dynamic rolling case this equilibrium yaw angle
obviously cannot be established immediately upon applica-
tion of a given side force; rather, a finite amount of time will
be required for the equilibriuin yam angle to develop.
Moreland has attempted to take this tite time lag into
account by modifying equation (104) to the new form of
equation (102). In the latter equation the constant T is a
measure of the.time lag of the yaw angle behind the appliecl
forc8 ~r~.
This time-lag term introduced by Morehmd does not
correspond exactly to any of the terms in the surmmuy
theory, and to this extent Moreland’s advnncd theory is
apparently incompatible with the summary theoly. How-
ever, a partial reconciliation of the two theories can bo
obtained through the following considerations of hysteresis
effects as applied to-approximation C2: According to equa-
tion (58) the lateral ground foye, if tilt and inertia forccm
are neglected, is given by the equation
(106)
aridthe kinematic equation for approximation C2 is (eq, (85))
~=–l~a
Combining equations (105) and (85) to eliminate & and
substituting KJ1=N yields the equation
U+TA Dla= —
5A
N
(106)
Equation (106) is formally identical with Moreland’s basic
equation (102) if the hysteresis time constant TX is con-
sidered equivalent to Moreland’s time constrmt T. The
important points to be noted here are: (l)” according to both
views, the tire twist a laagpbehind the applied lateral force
FYA,and (2) Moreland adopts the lateral-force equotion
F.A=KA which implies that the lateral force and lateral
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dcforrdation me in phase (although lateral force and twist
nre not in phase), whereas nccording to approximation C2
(see eq. (105)) the lateral force lags behind the lateral de-
formation nsa consequence of the kinematic relation X= —Zla.
In regard to the second point, since there are apparently
no pertinent e.sperimental data available, it is not possible
to conclude which point of view, if either, is correct.
W’hy Morehmd’s time-constant qmcept has not been in-
corporated directly into the derivations of the snmmmy
theory should be clear from the preceding discussion: It is
not certain whether Moreland’s time-constnmt terms are
really independent of the terms already contained in the
summary theory or whether they nre, rather, another way
of looking at some terms which are alrendy included in the
summary theory. More specifically, Moreland’s nnalysis
does not include inertia forces and moments due to tire
Iatcwal distortion, hysteresis forces and moments, or the
higher lt terms (L, k, . . .), and for certain conditions any
of these fnctors could be interpreted ns a time-constsmt
eflect. In view of these factors and in view of the lack of
pertinent mperimmtal data, rLcompletely satisfactory “evac-
uation’ of the relative values of the summary theory and
Morelnnd’s ndvanced theory crmnot be made in the present
report.
alORELANDmTERMEDIATEEORY
As a simpler approximation for his advrmced theory,
Moreland has implied (ref. 11) that the influence of the time-
‘ Ing term in the bnsic equation for hki advanced theory (eq.
(102)) can be approximated for the usual range of shimmy
frequencies by using the simpler kinematic equation
Inasmuch ns approximation C2 has the kinematic equation
(s5)
l,a= –X0
nnd npprosimation D2 hns the kinematic equation (95),
which could be written in the form
it follows from a comparison of these last three equations
that Moreland’s intermediate theory falls somewhere be-
tween approximations 02 and D2. Since Moreland has not
offered any concrete justification for this approximation,
further detniled ‘discussion does not appear warranted here.
hlORELANDELEMENT.NIYTHEORY
Morelnnd’s most elementary theory corresponds directly
to appro.xinmtionD3, the case of a completely rigid tire, ex-
cept thnt it, like Moreland’s other two theories, does not
take into ncconnt the pneumatic caster (c= O).
TE&lJ?LEELEnlENTARY~EORY
Temple hns proposed nn elementary theory for the motion
of tires which is identical with approximation D1 (ref. 13).
Temple has chosen the most general form of this approxima-
tion in that he hns considered both the tire torsional stiflneas
IL (indirectly interpreted as an increase in trail) and the
cornering power iV.
This theory was developed before experimental evidence
pointing to the need for more detailed considerations of tire
lateral stiflness was available. Subsequently, Temple has
indicated a ,need for more refined considerations of the tire
(ref. 25) and has developed independently a theory (unpub-
lished, but partly described in ref. 21) similar to the theory
of Von Schlippe and Dietrich.
&lAIZR
lMaier (ref. 14) has proposed a simplMed theory similar to
approximation D1, with the difference that he makes the
added assumption that the tire torsional stiil%essK. is zero.
This theory, too, was developed before there existed much
experimental evidence pointing to the need for more refined
considerations for shimmy behavior.
TAYLOR
Taylor (ref. 15), in-a brief paper, suggested another
motion theory which corresponds to approximation
except that details of the tilt process are omitted.
lmlrmowl’rz& wYLm
tire
D2
The preceding theories for tire motion, which include
most of the known theories, may all be considered as closely
related to the summary theory of this report. Hoivever,
two other well-lmown theories, one by Kantiowitz (ref. 8)
and one by Wylie (ref. 9), apparently cannot be derived
from the summary theory and thus cannot be accurately
classified here with respect to the other theories. They
possess some of the merits of approximation B but in other
respects are less adequate than approximation C2. To
point out the deficiencies of these two theories it is snfiicient
to consider two simple cases ‘of tire motion as follows:
The first case to be considered is the steady stiaight-line
motion of a nonswiveling, untilted, rolling wheel which is
not yawed with respect to its direction of motion (a= O),
which ie inclined by an angle o (equal to the swivel angle)
to the reference X-axis, and which has no lateral forces or
moments acting on the whed. (See sketch 4.) Obviously,
.
Y
Sketch 4
for this case there will be no lateral distortion of the tire, or
On the other hand, Kantrowitz’ basic equation, which is
Aa+L Dh=L9-~ DO (108)
4ucllfl&G&12
— —.—. — --. —--- . . . . .————— .—— ——-—
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gives for this steady unyawed case (with Db=Dt9=O)
~.n
This equation is obviously incorrect, since it implies that the
lateral distortion of a straight rolling wheel, which actually
must be zero, depends on the choice of the coordinate axes
to which 0 is referred. Only for the special case of a wheel
running along the reference axis (that is, for 0=0) is
Kantrowitz’ theory correct in this respect, and in an actual
shimmy problem this condition is possible only for the case
of zero trail; hence Kantrowitz’ theory cannot necessarily
be expected to give reliable results for trails di.flerentfrom
zero. Thus Kantrowitz’ theory is of at least doubtful value
for practical shimmy calculations.
In order to evaluate the Wylie theory, consider the case of
steady untilted yawed rolling of a wheel moving paiallel to
the X-axis. (See sketch 5.) Obviously, the lateral distor-
tion of the tire & will depend only on the swivel angle o
x
‘% Oirection of—— —wheel motion —
Sketuh 5
(o=a) and not at all on the absolute lateral displa~ment of
the wheel q~. On the other hand the basic equation of
Wylie, which in the present terminology is -
.-
YO+L ~O=D–~ DO (109)
gives for this stendy caae (where Dyo=DO=O) the relation
yo=i!l or, by using equation (2),
~=.n-qo
This equation atates the obviously incorrect conclusion that
the tire distortion is depandent on qOor, in other words, that
it depends on the choice of the coordinate axes. Thus, only
for the special case qO=Ois Wylie’s theory plausible in this
respect, and ~o= Oimplka that the reference axis must pass
through the path of the wheel. Siice this condition is
satisfied in ti actual shimmy motion only for the special
case of zero trail, Wylie’s theory, like Kantrowitz’, can be
fully valid only for zero trail and, consequently, this theory
is also of doubtful value for practical shimmy calculations.
It might be noted that the preceding difhculty concerning
Wylie’s theory could be removed by the logical procedure
of adding the term’ To ,@ the righkhand side of Wylie’s
equation (10!3) to give the new basic equation
yo+~ ho=~–~ De-lwo (110)
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Another questionable point in these two theories is that
the Kantrowitz theory, as previously noted, predicts that
the lateral distortion in yawed rolling parallel to the X-
6 (see sketch 5) is
&=-Lo
and so does the Wylia theory if the reference axis is chosen
to give ~o=O. On the other hand, the summary theory has
for this yawed caae the relation
&= (Z+h)e -
(See eq. (85).) The difference arises from the fact that
Kantrotitz and Wylie did not explicitly consider the ground-
contact length 2h in their derivation.
OTHER TEiEORIES
In addition to the just discussed theoretical papers deding
particulmly with the subject of landing-gear shimmy, a
number of relevant papers exist which are either largely of
historical iutereat, which deal. particularly with automobile
shimmy problems, which deal only briefly with landing-
gear shimmy problems, which da with other tire-motion
problems such as yawed rolling and veeringdl or ground
looping, or which deal with the determination of tire stiff-
nessparameters. Although these papem are of some interest,
they do not appear to contain any importmt contributions
which are not contained in the theories just reviewed. Tlm
reader is referred to reference 1 for a substantially comploto
listing and brief discussion of most of the papers in this
class.
Of particular historical iutereat among the investigations
not considered here in detail are the work of Broulhiet (ref.
23) and the work of Fromm (discu~ed in ref. 22). These
two investigators independently were apparently the first
to recognize the importmce of lateral distortion and cornor-
ing power of tires in the wheel shimmy problem. Taking
these factors into account, both authora developed tire-
motion theories whose kinematic relations correspond to
that of approximation C2 of the present report.
TARTJLAR CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING THEORIES
In order to permit easier visualization and comparison
of the merits of the theories discussed, the major assump-
tions of the various theories of tire motion are collected in
table I. This table lists the nature of the assumptions
made in regard to the prima~ tire p~ameters N, Xi, lG,
c, and 1Xfor each of the theories discussed.
APPLICATIONTO WEEEL-SEUMMY PROBLEMS
In the preceding sections of this report a set of basic
differential equations for the motion of an elastic wheel has
been derived and compared with the corresponding equations
of. most of the previously existing theories. These com-
parisons have indicated that, horn a mostly qualitative point
of view, the summary theory of this report and the system-
atic approximations to it incorporate the major merits of the
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TABLE I.—PRI1MARY ASSLMI?TIONS FOR THE VARIOUS THEOR133S OF TIRE MOTION 1
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existing theories of tire motion and avoid some of their dis-
aclvan&ges. Eowwmr, it still remains tQ iuvestigite how
best to apply the theory to specific landing-gear problems,
to investigate the question of the absolute or quantitative
accuracy of the summary theory and of the other theories,
and, if the summary theory be found satisfactory, to es-
tablish the simplest systematic approximation to it which
will give reliable information regarding any particular prob-
lom in tire motion. The best way to accomplish these
various aims appeam to be through a dimusion of the
shimmy of several particular landing-gear configurations.
In this section three particular landing-gear configurations
am discuescd which range in complexity hm the simplwt
cam of a rigid swiveling landing gear to the most general
cnse of n gear of arbitrary eomplexi~.
DESCRIPTIONOF PARTICULARCASESCONSIDERED
The first landkg-gear con@nration considered, which is
designated caae I, is illustrated in figure 5. It eonsiets of a
rigid larding gear whose only degree of freedom other than
tiro distortion is rotation of the wheel about an inclined
swivel axis, which may be opposed by a linear spring or
cbmper. This particular cor@uration is chosen because
most of the existing experimental data have been obtained
for such a configuration. Th~j this eonfguration makea it
possible to discuss and evaluate the summary theory, its
systematic approximations, and the exieting”theories with
respect to agreement with experiment in regard to the various
important characteristics of a shimmy motion, such as
stability boundaries, shimmy frequ&cy, and divergent:
The second landing-gear configuration, case ~, is an
untilted landing gear possessing two degrees of freedom aside
from tire distortion. This landing~ear configuration, which
is illustrated in figure 6, cons@ts of a wheel free to swivel but
not to tilt, which turns about a rigid vertical swivel axis
attached by a spring k to the supporting structure. (This
epring is an idealized representation of the lateral flexibili~
of cm actual landing-gear strut.) This configuration is dis-
cussed for two purposes: (1) to illustrate the effect of stmc-
tural elasticity on wheel shimmy behavior snd (2) to provide
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FIGURE 6.—Con@urationof landinggearfor owe I.
an example which is better suited than case I for bringing out
the relative merits of several of the systematic approxima-
tion theories for a ease involving structural flexibility.
The third landing-gear configuration considered is a
modification of the gear of case II. In ease H the landing
gear was considered to be connected to its supporting struc-
ture by a single spring; in case ID. this single spring is
replaced by a more complex structure dweribed by some
trrmsfer function. This ease is chosen mainly to demon-
strate the application of the theory to complex problems for
whioh the transfer-function concept may be of value.
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CASE I
GENERAL DERIVATION
l.n this section the basic equation of motion will be derived
according to the summary theory for the special case of am
inclined, rigid, swiveling landing gear (case I), which is
illustrnted in fi.we 5. This equation of motion could be
obt nined by making use of the previously derived equations
of motion for the completely general case; however, it can
more easily be derived here in a slightly different form for
this particular problem.
The geometric quantities -whichenter the discussion of this
particular landing gear are indicated in figure 5. This gear
has n swivel axis lying in the .2W-plane and is inclined
forward from the vertical Z-axis by a constant angle K The
perpcwdicular distance a between the groundwontact cater
point O rmd the swivel d is called the trail. The swivel
axis is assumed to move with constant velocity o along the
X-axis without lateral motion from the XZ-plane.
Rot ation of the wheel structure about the inclined swivel
W& by rm amount Y results in a component o of angular
rotation ~bout. the vertical axis of magnitude
8=+ Cos K (111)
a compo~ent, y of rotation about the X-axis (tilt) of magni-
tude
-y=-+ sin ~ (112)
nnd n lnternl deflection ~0of magnitude
To= —a+ (113)
where rdl angles except ~ are considered small.
The sum of all moments about the swivel axis must equal
the inertin reaction I+ D,fL=I@D~, where -l@is the moment
of inertia of the wheel structure (iicluding the wheel) about
the swivel nsis. . The moments about the swivel asis are
ms.umed to consist of the moments resulting from the
previously discussed forces and moments that arise from
tire dktortion and ground loads plus the moments applied
to the wheel by the supporting structure, which are .asaurned
to consist of a restoring spring of moment p+ and n linenr
damper of moment g D,$=gv D+, where p and g are con-
stants. Thus, summation of the moments about the swivel
axis give9 the diilerential equation
.
–[KJyo-qo)–K,y]u–Fz[~o+ (1–cJq,-c7y] sin K+
Ka(Dyo—o) COS~– #D(I/O-qo) COSep@qwD*=I@D’#
(114)
where the first term is the total ground force du6 .to tire
lateral distortion and tilt (see eqs. (20) and (27)) times its
moment arm a; the second term is the vertical force times
its moment-producing fraction sin ~ times its momont wm
(see eq. (28)); the third term is the moment about the
Z-mis due to tire twist (see eq. (24)) corrected by cos # for
the component about the swivel axis; the remuining tmrns
on the lef&hand side represent the gyroscopic torque due
to lateral tire distortion (see eq. (32)), the spring restoring
moment, and the linear dmper moment. Now by making
use of equations (111) to (113), equation (114) can bo
written in the form
Al D’#I+Az Dti+A3$+Bl LWo+&yo=O (l16n)
where
A,=I@
Ag=ad cos K+gV
‘1
(llhb)
As=agK~+K. COS2K+P+P.
Bl= —K. COSK+& COS~
B2=aK~+tiFz sin x
and
Pg=@ sin K—UP* sin Ki-achFZsin ~+c~l’, sin2ti (116c)
The general relation between # and y. for this case is found
by substituting for qo,y, and 0, according to equations (111)
to (113) in the general kinematic equotion (19a), Thus
(Ll~
yo+mq ln~o= —@+ 1# Cos K+y +Sill K
or, abbreviating,
~=~+~tan K
and rearranging,
since ~= 1. DitYerentiatingthis result gives
which can also be written as
.
(al, cos x–a)D#=~ in.l D~O
(116)
(117)
(118)
(119)
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Substituting these relations into equation (115) and multiply-
ing through by UJ1cos e a gives
~1(allcos ~—a)Dyo+Bz(all cos K—a)yo=G
Finally, after adding all terms of like order, substituting
.?V=l,K~ (eq. (77)), substituting for some of the A’s, and
using equation (116), there results the equation
Fo=aaiV cos K+K. COS2K-1-P-l-P.-Fu.
Fl=a2N+a’K. cos K+ dl+p~l+gv+ dtd COS2 K
P,= Al+ A21,+z4&
Fn=Alln-S+A21n_l +A&. (n>2)
and
Uz=CApz(dICOSK—a) Sk K
1
~Lh
a’=a+(l—a)ll cos K=a—~ sin K
J
(120a)
(120b)
(120C)
SYSTEMATIC APPROXIMATIONS
Equations (120) provide the general clMerkntirdequation
of free motion for cnse I. The corksponding equations for
the systematic approximations A to D3 are obtained as
follows,
Approximation A.—The basic equation for approximation
A is obtained by setting lB equal to O for n>3 in equations
(120), The resulting equation can be stated in the following
form: .
% D%o+~ D%o+% D%o+% fi~+Ed tio+E~yO=O (121a)
where
&=I@13
~=I@,+ (aru’ cos K+gv)h
Ez=I#l,+ (a# cos K+gv)Z2+ (azKx+
K. CoS’ K+p+p.)&
~=~@+ (ad cos it+gv)z,+ (a’Kx+
K. cos’ K+ P+Pz)&
E4=a2iV+a’I-- cm K+dI+Pd,+f7V+ Ullm’ COS2K
lth=uaN cos K+K. COS2K+ P+ P.+u.
and
(121b)
P.= (a&- aFt+mF,+c7F. sin K) sin K
}
(121C)
u.=chFJull cos K—a) 8h ~
Approximation B.—In order to obtain npprosinmtion B,
set la equal to Oin equations (121b). This gives the d.Mer-
ential equation
& tio+~l D’Yo+& D%o+”& DYo+~4Yo=0 (l~2@
where
%=r~~h .
EI=@%+ (arV’ COSK+9Q)&
1
~=~@+(a~tiWsK+OQ)zl+ (a2~A+~acos2~+P+ P~~3 (1~~~)
%=a’N+a’Ka cos K+pl~+ptZ,+gv+dd COS2 K
E,= uaN cm K+K. cd K+p+p.+u.
(The corresponding equation with inclusion of hysteresis
effects is listed in appendix B.)
Approximation Cl.—The equation for approxinmtion Cl is
obtained by setting ~ equal to Oin the equation for appro.si-
mation B. The resulting differential equation is
E. D’yo+El D’yo+& ~o+l%ya=O (123n)
where
li&=I@l,
G=I#+ (ad COSK+gv)ll
-}
(12ab)
Es=a2iV+a’K= cos K+pll+pJl+gv+ Uilrt? Cosz K
l%=uaN cos K+K. cm’ K+p+p.+U. .
Approximation C2.—The equation for appro.simation C2 is
obtained by setting Eequal to Oin the equation for nppro.si-
mation-Cl. The resulting differential equation is
where
EO=I+U’ll
,
G= I@+ (a@ cos K+gU)z~
Z=a2N+aK. em K+pll+pkl+gu+ld cm? ~
li&=aN cos K+K. cm’ K+ P+ P.+U.I
and
u.1= QF.(11 cm K— a) sin ;
(l~4b)
(124C)
(The corresponding equation, with hysteresis effects in-
cluded, is listed in appendix B.)
Approximation D1.—The differential equation for rtppro.u-
mation D 1 is obtained by setting 11equal to Oin the equ~tion
for approximation C2. The result is the differential equation
% ~o+El DYo+-%yo=O (125n)
where
~=1#
G=a2N+aK. cm K+gV
}
(125b)
E2=aN em K+K. cos’ K+p+Wg
.
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and
w.= (aKT—aF.+c@’. sin K) sin K (125c)
Approximation D2.—The differential eq~tioh for approxi-
mation D2 is obtained by dividing all terms in equations
(124) by 11and then setting 1, equal to ~ and using the
relations iV/ll=Kx and KJll=d& The resulting equation is
G ~Do-FG Wd-G Wrl-EsYo=O
where L
G=I@
&=ad cos x+gv
G=a2Ki+d~ cos K+p+p.+T$ cd K
E3=aKi COS~+d~ CO@K+@= Sin ~ C@
Aumoximation D3,—The differential eauation
K
(126a)
(126b)
for approxi-
mation D3 is obtained by dividing the E’s for approximation
D1 by iV and then setting ~ equal to co. The resulting
differential equation is
a ~o+~o cOSK=~ (127)
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED THEOlum
In the preceding section the differential equations are
set down for case I according to the summary theory and
the systematic approximations thereto, complete with all
pertinent details, including a number of second+rder terms
so as to enable the &ect application of these equations to
actual problems. In the present section the differential
equations for the previously published theories are listed
for the purpose of making clear the clitlerencesin the basic
structure of the differential equations resulting from the
application of these thearies to case I. In order to avoid
obscuring the more important differences between the
equations of the various theories, all terms are omitted
whose inclusion in any shimmy theory should be completely
straightforward (such as the spring restoring-moment
coefficient p and the damping coe.tlicient g) and also all
inclination effects. Although the latter effects are not
necessarily negligible, they do appear to be of second~rder
importance and their omission here should not alter the
basic structure of these equations. With these omiesions-
that is, for g=p=x=O— the differential equations for case 1
according to the previously published theories are as follows
in the terminology of the present report:
Von Schlippe-llietrioh and Itottatheories.-The basic equa-
tion of motion for this case according to the Von Schlippe-
Dietrich theory, after neglect of the e.ilects of tire width,
corref3pondingto equation (120a) for the summary theory, is
~ PJDq/o=o ~ (128a)
n-o
where
F,’=a2iV+aK=+91V
F.’ =I&L-2+g@,-~+ (dKA+.K.)1.+
[ 1~ah”KJl,–a)
(n=2, 4, . . . )
(n=3, 5, . ..)
- (128b)
The symbol gl is a hysteresis damping coefficient clofinod
by the equation
‘l”&’ (128c)
where dl and d%are hysteresis constants. tilde from tho
otion of some inclination effects and other terms, as
discussed previously, the only diilerences between equations
(128) and equatiogs (120) for the summary theory lies in
the inclusion of the hysteresis term involving gl and in the
addition of the terms in brackets in equations (128b).
Roth’s corresponding equations, after neglect of tire width
effects, would be the same as equations (128) except that
Botta omitted the hysteresis term. As was previously
noted, the Von Schlippe-Dietrich theory and Rotta’s theory
difler only slighdy in their respective considerations of tho
influences of tilt and tire width, neither of which effects are
considered here.
Bouroier” de Carbon advanced theory,-~e Bourcier do
Carbon advanced theory leads to the fourth-order differcmtial
equation
% ~o+El ~o+% D%o+~ ho+~flo=o (1290)
where
Eo=I@,
G= Itiv%
~=I@+ (a’K~+Ka)lg
G=a’N+aK.
Ed=aiV+K=
(rmb)
Bonrcier de Carbon elementary theory,-The coeflicionts
for the Bourcier de Carbon elementary theory are obtained
by setting & equal ti Oin equations (129) for tlm ~dvanced
theory. The resulting third-order differential equation is
% ~o-1-% Dtio+~ ~o+~yo=o (130ri)
.
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where
(130b)
Me~er.—Melzer’s theory gives the third-order differential
equation
% ~o+El D’Yo+E2 ~o+Eayo=O
where
l&= I@,
E,= Itiv’
&=a’N+l,Ka
G=aiV+Ka
Moreland advanced theory.-Moreland’s advanced
leads to the fourth-order differential equation
Eo ~o+~ ~o+~ D’Yo+% DYO+-%VO=O
where
&=I@l#
G=I~#
G= I@+a’TIVv
l&=a2N+a17Vv
E,=aN
(131a)
[131b)
theory
(132a)
(132b)
Moreland elementary theory .-Moreland’s elementary
theory gives the differential equation
a Dyo+yo=O (133)
Taylor.—Taylor’s theory lends to the third-order di&r-
entifd equation
% WO+.G Wo+-z Qvo+- EsYo=o (134a)
(134b)
Temple elementary theory.-The second+rder differential
equation for the Temple elemen~ theory iS
Eo wo+El Dyo+Ezyo=o (135a)
where
G=I@
&=a2N+ aK. 1 (135b)%=aN+ K
Maier,-The second+rder differential equation of Maier’s
theory @
% m/o+El Dyo+E’yo=o (136a)
where
~=1#
~kg’~ 1 (136b)E’.&
Kantrowitz.-Kantzvwitz’ theory leads to the third+rder
d.illerentialequation
% ~o+ ~ D?/o+& ~O+&YO=O (137a)
where
G=Iv’L
,
E,= IF+ @N+ LKa
&=o
&=aiV+K.
(137b)
Wylie.-Wylie’s theory leads to the third-brder differential
equation
% D?lo-w D’YO+E2 Dye+-laio=o (138a)
where
li&=Iu’L
%=10’+ a4N+ LK. 1
STABIIJTYOF MOTION
The basic equations of motion having been established
according to the various theories for a rigid swiveliug landing
gear, attention will be directed next to the meaning of these
diflerent equations with respect to prediction of the shimmy
behavior of the landing gear. However, before going fito
this subject in detail it may be useful to iF$cuMbriefly what
s?rt of information is desired about the motion of a landing
gear. B’asicdly, the most importmt question is whether
or not the motion is stable-that is, does the wheel tend to
move in a straight line (with decaying shimmy oscillations
or deeaying aperiodic motion) or does the tire tend to move
laterally out from itx rectilinear comae (with divergent
shimmy oscillations or divergent aperiodic motion). To
answer this question of stability for linear systems, the
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analytic methods of Routh (ref. 26) or Hurvritz (ref. 27) or
graphical met~ods similar to those introduced by Nyquist
(refs. 28 to 31) are available. A brief discussion of these
methods is given in appendix C. Any of these methods-will
provide for most cases n procedure for determining whether
any particular combination of landing-gear parameters and
rolling velocity is stable or unstable.
Ii general, for complicated problems, rather than inves-
tigate the stabili~ of a landing gear by these methods for
all possible conditions it may be more convenient and some-
times more valuable to draw various types of stability dia-
grams describing the system in question. I?or example, for
case I a typical experimental type of stability diagram is
shown in figure 7, which presents boundaries between the
regions of stability and instability as functions of trail and
rolling velocity for a speciiic landing~esx model. Another
useful type of stability diagram for some problems might
be a plot of boundaries between stable and unstable regions
as functions of damping moment and rolling velocity.
In determining these stability boundaries, use is made of
the well-known fact that the motion of a linear system can
change from rLstable to an unstable condition’ only where
the motion is purely oscillatory-that is, where any variable,
for esample ~, is of the form
$=lk?af”= (139)
or where the motion is purely uniform, of the form
?J=An (140)
Thus all possible stability boundaries can be obtained by
directly substituting expressions of the form of equations
(139) and (140) into the basic ditlerential equations. In
‘connection with the question of what form of the differential
equation to use, it is of some importance to note that the
ihml form, where the equation is expressed in terms of one
variable, is often not the most convenient form to use. For
example, for case I the purely oscillatory boundaries are
most advantageously obtained by using equations (115) and
(117) with the substitutions
(141)
~ 16 -
v
Q-
.0
‘8 -
S!able region
1
0 50 100 150 200 250
Velocity, v, Wtr
l?mmm 7.—Esperimental stabili~ boundary for a tire 29 cm in
diameter (from ref. 17).
The advantage of this particular choice arises from tlm fnct
that it leads to two algebraic equations, one of which does
not include the damping parameter g. This isolation of the
parameter g usually- easw slightiy the mathematical labor
of solving for the purely oscillatory boundaries.
The equations governing the stability boundaries for cme I
for the general theory and for the systematic appro.xinmtions
. are listed in appendix D.
COMPARISONA DEVALUATIONFTHESUMMARYTHEORYANDlTS
SYSTEMATICAPPROXIMATTONS
The dual object of the present section is (1) to assessfur-
ther the value of the summary theory by comparisons
between the predictions of this theory and the available
experimental data for case I conditions aacl (2) to detwmino,
by comparison of the relative predictions of the summary
theory and its systematic approximations, what is tho
simplest satisfactory s@ematic approximation to tlm sum-
mary theory. Discussion of the previously published theo-
ries, as applied to case I conditions, is contained in a subse-
quent section.
For convenience the following discussion is divided into
separate considerations of stability-boundary conditions m c1
unstable shinimy conditions.
Stabili~-boundary conditions.-The present section dis-
cusses theoretical and experimental stability-boundary con-
ditions insofw as they are influenced by the tire parameters
Z. (where n=l, 2, . . .), & K,, cA,N, and r and by hysteresis
effects. In the major part of this discussion the stnbility
boundaries to be considered will be of the type obtained by
plotting curves of trail ngainst rolling velocity for those
trail conditions that separate regions of stability and in-
stability. The general shapes of these stability boundaries
for case I, according to the summnry theory and the sys-
tematic approximation theories A to D3, are sketched in
figure 8 for the special condition of no damping or gyroscopic
moments (g=7=O). It is seen that the summary theoly
and approximations A to C2 each predict that ot high speeds
the motion is stable for large trails and unstable for small
trails; the horizontal boundary line is the same for each case,
and is generally located at a trail roughly equal to the tim
radius. (This boundary is theoretically completely inde-
pendent of the spring restoring moment p Dt# nndisrelatively
indep-endent of swivel-axis inclination K.) Appro.simations
Dl, D2, and D3 fail to predict this boundary. Also, these
three approximations, together with approximations Cl and
C2, fail to predict any effect of rolling velocity on the low-
speed stability boundaries, wherensl according to approxi-
mation B, for sticiently small speeds the motion becomes
stable for all small trailsand, according to the higher theories, ,
for most of the small-trail region. AIsoj nt ]OWspe& and
large (usually impractical) trails the higher theories (B and
above) indicate that the motion becomes unstable at suffi-
ciently small speeds. The effects of the omitted dampm
and g-ycoscopic-moment terms would be to reduce tlm size
of the regions of instability.
(a) Effect of higher 1* terms: & a first test of the sum-
mary theory and its systematic approximations there are
availablo the experimental data of Von Schlippe and Dietrich
(refs. 3, 4, and 5) which were obtained with a small model
landing gear equipped with a pnmunatic tire of 26 cm
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Velocity, v Velocity, v
Summary theory and Awoximutkm B
approfimotian - A
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Stable
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~ LJrdable
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Apwoximotic&’ Cl ad C2 AP-M’ DI d D3
Unstable
Velocity, v Velocity, v
App’mirnation D2,
Fmum 8,—Qualit@ivecomparisonof the stability-boundarypredic-
tionsfor caseI accordingto thesummaryandsystematicapproxi-
mation theorim neglecting damper and gyroscopic moments
@=,= O),
(10 in.) diameter. This model landing gear was tested at
relatively low speed conditions where the higher 1. terms
[12, 13, . . .) me of some importmme; consequently, the9e
(lrda provide an opportunity for testing the relativo and
absolute validity of the summary theory and the higher
appro.sinmtions A to C2 (which difler essentially only by
their inclusion or omimion of the higher 1. terms.)
The basic landing gear and tire, constants for the Von
Schlippe-Dietrich model, which was tested only in the un-
tilted condition (~=0), as taken born references 3 and 5, are
a~follows:
K=P=g=O
I+= 0.53+0.0025u$ cm-kg-sec2
.
L=1o cm
N=640 kg/radian
Ka=3,040 cm&g/radinn
Kh=45 kg/cm
The quantities 1,, h, and the higher 1s’swere calculated horn
the previously discussed relations ll=iV/KX, h=ll—L, and
1.= (nL+h)h”-’/n!. (See eqs. (77) and (19a).)
The experimental data obtained by Von Sehlippe and
Dietrich for this model are shown in iigures 9 and 10, to-
gether with the corresponding predictions of the summary
theory and ‘the systematic approximations A to C2. (Also
shown are the predictions of the theory of Von Scblippe and
Dietrich which are discussed in a later section.) Figure 9
presents stability-boundary plots of trail against velocity,
and figure 10 presents the frequency at these stability bound-
aries as ‘a function of velocity. No theoretical imrves are
shown on these figures for approximations Ill, D2, and D3
since these approximations are too crude to give any de-
tailed information for this problem; they predict either com-
pletely stmbleor completely unstxiblemotion for all positive
trails (see fig. 8). The equations used to calculate the
theoretical curves in these two figures are given in appendix
Von %hlippe-oietrich theory
––––-–––%nrmy theory
—-— Approximation A
Apmoximation B
1 }.
g .7.0 Stability
—--— bomdmes
—--. — Approximations Cl and C2
0“ Experimental data
—--_ —--- 1 I II
(Unstable motion on lower n~ht-bond
side of stability boundaries)
I / I 1 I ! I
o 200 400 600 860 u300’l,20Q
Velocity, v, cm/sec
FIQTJRE9.—Comparieon of theoretical and experimental predictions of
the stability boundaries for the Von Scblip e-Dietrich test model of
$referenc~ 3 to 5. (Hysteresis effects are n eded in these theoretical
mlrvea.)
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lh&~e:~-Comparison of theoretical and experimental shimm
7
on the stability boun
%
-{for the Von Scblippe-Dietno
tat mode of referenc~ 3 to 5. ysterais elTects are negleated
in these theoretical curv=.)
D. In these calculations the gyroscopic torque term in-
volving ~ has been neglected since 7 is unknown for these
data. A rough value of r could perhaps be estimated, but
such a dubious estimate did not appear necessary because
the term involving r, according to any rwonable estimate
of 7, would be of no importance in the velocity range of these
experimental data.
In comparing the theoretical curves in figures 9 and 10 it
is observed that approximation A gives a boundary very
close to that of the summary theory. Approximation B
does not give as close agreement but it is still fairly good
and, more important, for most of the trail range the difference
between approximation B and the summary theory is small
qs, compared with the difference between the summary
theory and the expetiental data. As was previously noted,
approximations Cl and C2 (which are identical for the
—..-. ____ .._-
——..— —.—- .— .— ._—
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present condition of ~=0) predict a trail-velocity stability
boundary which is independent of velocity so that this
approximation is an inadequate representation of the
summary theory at low velocities. However, at high speeds
approximations Cl and C2 give the same stability boundary
and frequency as the higher approximations.
As a further aid in comparing the different systematic
approximations with the summary theory, figure 11 presents
a plot of the linear damping cceilicient g required to stabilize
the motion of the Von Schlippe-Dietrich model at a medium
trail of 7 cm as calculated according to the summary theory
and the various systematic approximations (the equations
used are presented in appendix D). This figure coniirms
the conclusions drawn from figures 9 and 10 that approxi-
mation A is a very good repres.~tation of the summary
theory and that approximation B IS also a good representa-
tion of the summary theory. However, more importantly,
figure 11 demonstrates that approximations Cl and C2
also give a fairly good representation of the summary theory
with respect to prediction of the maximum amount of damp-
ing (i. e., the maximum value of g) required for stabilizing the
motion. Approximations Dl, D2, and D3 are seen to give
inadequate representations of the summary theory.
The precding conclusions are, of course, only proven to
be valid for the spectic conditions of the Von Schlippe-
Dietrich model tests. However, they are believed to be
valid for most practical rolling conditions.
In considering the correlation between theory and experi-
ment for the Von Schlippe-Dietrich test conditions, it is
noted that !he experimental stability boundary in figure 9
is of the same general shape as that given by tie summary
theory and approximations A and B but that it lies to the
right of the theoretical curves and thus indicates that the
experimental system is more stable than the theoretical
system. Siiarly, the experimental frequency-velocity
30 —
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FIctum il.—Theoretical caloulatione of the damping requiredto
stabfizethemotion of the Von Sohlippe-Dietrich model landing gear
rbta trail of 7 om. (No damping required according to approsima-
tiOISS D1 and DS.)
curve in figure 10 falls below the th~oretical curves. Them
discrepmmiesare perhaps a result of the ne~ect of hystorosis
damprng in the calculation of the theoretical curves of figures
9 and 10 and are discussed more fully in the nmt section.
(b) Effect of hysteresis: In order to investigate whethw
the discrepancies between theory and experiment shown in
figures 9 and 10 might be exphined by a consideration of
hysteresis effects, some results of calculations involving
hysteresis effects are shown in figures 12 and 13 for the samo
test conditions aa in figures 9 and 10. I?igurea 12 and 13
present theoretical calculations of trail-velocity and fre-
quency-velocity stability boundaries, respectively, both with
and without consideration of hysteresis effects, togethw
with Von Schlippe and Dietrich’s experimental data, The’
curves for the Von Schlipp~Dietrich theory were calculatd ,
by using Von Schlippe and Dietrich’s theory with their
hysteresis equations (see eqs. 128), whereas the curves for
16
12
4
—Von .Schlippe-Oietrich ,theory
1(dI=900 kg-cm /rodlon, d2” 0.065 cm-’ StoNW—— Approximation B (qk= 0.1, q== 0.2) boundarieso Experimental doto
I l--~
i o
1’ ------ --
Hysteresis not ~- I
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1
0 200 400 600 BOO 1;000 1,200
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Fmmm 12.—Effeots of hysteresis on the stability boundaries for tho
Von Schlipp&Dietrioh test model of refemncea 3 to 6.
.
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FrQUEE 13.—Effeo@ of hysteresis on the shimmy frequeno for tho
Von Schlippe-Dietrioh test model of references S to J
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approximation B were calculated by using the equations
for hystercaiseffects derived in the pr&ent r;port (se~appen-
dix B). The values of ~ and qa indicated in these iigur~,
which were used in these calculations, were estimated horn
static hysteresis-loop data, partly unpublished and partly
published in reference 24. The valuea of d and G used were
taken born reference 5. It is observed from these iigures
that there is n considerable difference betw&en the calcula-
tions according to either theory, depending on whether
hysteresis cflects are included or omitted. Moreover, it is
seen that either theory provides fairly good agreement with
the experimental data when the hyste@ effects m-e taken
into account. These facts suggest that hystertis effects
may bean important factor which must be taken into account
in order to obtain good agreement between theory and experi-
ment. On the other hand, neither the Von Schlippe-Dietrich
nor tlmpresent report’s consideration of the hysteresis eifects
seems to mat on a completely sound foundation. Thus it
nppeam safe to conclude only that since two diflerent ap-
proaches to the hysteresis problem indicde that hysteresis
offccts are important, a more rigorous analysis of the
hysteresis problem would be worthwhile.
(c) Effect of 1,: The next test~ofthe summary theory makes
w of the experimental data of Melzer (ref. 10), who per-
formed a series of tests with an untilted (K=O) solid rubber
tire 7 cm (3 in.) in diameter at su.fliciently high speeds so
that his dati would be apected to fall considerably to the
right of tho curved-line low-speed stability-boundary curve
in the fit two sketches of iigure 8. For this velocity range
the predictions of the summary theory and approximations
A to C2 ore identical; they all predict that the undamped
(g=~= Tx= T.=0) motion is stable for all values of trail a
grater than ll=N/Kk; that is, the critical value of trail a. at
which the motion changes from an unstable state to a stable
one is given by the relation ac=ll. @ven if gyroscopic
moments are taken into account, this equation is only
slightly modified throughout a relatively large-range Qfrolling
velocity; however, for very large xwlocities this relation
breaks down as a result of the gyroscopic moment and the
motion becomes stable for all positive lmds. This phenom-
enon will be discussed in n subsequent section.) The predic-
tion a.=ll is well cotied by Melzer’s tests, as ia illustrated
in the following table of data taken from reference 10, which
lists the experimental values of 11together with the trail
required for stability for several ‘con&ions of vertical
loading:
----------l-da-=-t=ll-NK1, em----- 2E3
These particular data were taken for the case where no
spring restoring force acted on the model landing gear @=O).
Similar good agreement was obtained for the case where a
strong linear spring restoring moment was present (p>KJ.
11’orthis case, according to the summary theory and approxi-
mrdions A to C2, the stability boundary for the positive trail
condition is the same as for the caae of no spring restoring
force. This prediction is well coniirmed by Melzwc’s tests, as
is illustrated in the following table of data also taken from
reference 10.
‘“”---’---P--+4+-%-I?,ENj’K,,an__ I 96
la---------”-l20 I ‘2X I “=27‘1’28 I
.,
(The difference between the values of 1, in these two tables
is merely a consequence of changes in tire characteristics
between the corresponding tests.)
In order to assessthe significance of the preceding compari-
sons of theory and experiment it should be noted that the
theoretical relation ao=~, calculated for g=r= Tl= T.=0,
is independent of spring restoring moment p and tire tor-
sional stiffness K. and, in the velocity range discussed, can
be shown to be not strongly influenced by gymscopic or
hysteresis moments (r, Tx, and T,J or by the higher ~s
(4, 13, . . .). Consequadly, this comparison tells practi-
cally nothing about the correctness of the maimer in which
these importmt quantities have been inserted into the
summary theory. On the other hand, the theoretical rela-
tion ac=ll depends ahnost entirely on the correctness of the -
I@ematic equatiop of the summary theory which for
Jklzer’s twt conditions, reducw to the kinematic equation
of approximation c2 (eq. (85)):
~=–l,a
Thus, the results of the preceding comparison indicate that
there mists a range of rolling speeds in which the kinematic
equation of the summary theory, aswell as of approximations
A to C2, is reasonably correct (except possibly for the terms
involviig & which are as yet not evsduated and are not very
important).
It can be said with safety that the range of velocity for
which the theory gives good agreement with Mclzer’s model
data correspond to full-scale conditions somewhere inside
the practical rolling speed range and powibly covering much
of the practical range. However, the preceding comparison
definitely does not prove anything about the adequacy of the
summary theory for small velocities or for the highest
velocities which may be encountered in practice.
Further contir.mation of the preceding concltions is pro-
vided by the experimental data of Schmde (ref. 17) who per-
formed tests, similax to those of Melzer, for realistic pneu-
matic tirw as large as 39 cm (15 in.) in diameter, as com-
pared with the small 7 cm (3 in.) solid rubber tire tested by
Melzer. Schrode obtained trail-velocity stabili@-boundary
plots of the type illustrated in figure 7. These stabili@-
boundary plots indicate “the s-e result as Melzer’s data, -
namely, that there exists a range of velocity in which the
motion is stable above a certain critical trail a~and unstable
below it. (’Ilk velocity range for the data in figure 7 is
approximately 60 to 160 km/hr.) It is not po=ible to check
quantitatively the theoretical stabili~-boundary equation
aa=ll for Schmde’s~data because Schrode provides go in-
formation suitable for accurately evaluating 11. However,
some qualitative confirmation may be found, since the quan-
tity 11always appears to be of the order of magnitude of the
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tire radius r and for Schrode’s data a. is found to be of this
same order of magnitude (e. g., see fig. 7). Thus Schrode’s
experimental data nppear to con6rm the previously drawn
conclusion that there exists a velocity range in which the
kinematic equations of the summary theory and approxima-
tions ~ to C2 are valid.
Dietz and Ha&g have presented some similar stability-
boundary curves in reference 16 which also confirm the fore-
going conclusions.
.- (d) Effect of .$ Some tilght into the effect of the tilt
pmameter f can be obtained by an examination of the eifects
of swivel-axis inclination ~ on the stability boundaries ac-
cording to the predictions of approximation Cl for the con-
dition where damping, spring-restoring, and gyroscopic
moments are neglected (g=p=~=O) in order to isolate the
effects of inclination. (Thesa assumptions appear to be
justified for the experimental conditions discussed in this
section.) Under these assumptions one theoretical stability
boundary is given by the equation’
(142)
E.sperimental data suitable for testing this relation are avail-
able in reference 16 for an inclination range of ‘200< K<200
for one constant-velocity condition. These experimental
data, some of wl$ch had to be slightiy extrapolated from the
data in reference 16, are shown in figure 14 together with
the predictions of equation (142) for values of $ equal to O
and 1. Although reference 16 does not supply the values
of L, h, and 11needed for calculations, the assumed values
indicated on the figure are probably accurate enough to
justify the following more or less qualitative observations.
~he value of 1,was chosen so as to make the calculated and
esperime&d values agree for the case K= O.) It is noted
that the experimentalvariations and the theoretical variations
for t=O are in fairly good agreement and also that these two
variation9 are more or less symmetrical with respect to
positive and negative values of K. On the other hand, the
theoretical curves for .f>O, such as the indicated curve for
t=l, will all be unsymnietrical. Thus, it appears that ~ is
probably close to zero. In this connection it might be
1~“ Partly extrapolated mparimemtal dota from rebence 16..E ----} @atian (142); assuming L=5ctn, L1.’7.5cm, ,“2 h= 2.5cm
I 1 I I 1
-“m –20 –lo o 1(3 20 30
Inclination of swivel axis, K, deg
FIGURE I&—Influence of stivel-sxisinclinationon the stability
boundary. Tire approximately12 cm in diameter;F,= 6.26 kg;
o= 19 km~r.
.
noted that Greidanus’ theory, which is the only lmown theory
that uses a term corresponding to & implies a vrdue of f> 1
(compare eqs. fiOO) and (101)).
(e) Effects of K, and c,: In order partly to assess tho imp-
ortance of the tire parameters K, and Ck,the special case of
approximation C2 where T=p= O and 11cos ~—a= O will bo
considered. While this particular case is of no pmcticnl
importance in itself, its examination permits some insight
into the effects of the tire parameter .KYand CA. For this
case the damping required to stabilize the motion is giwm
by the inequality
[a(aiV+.K. cos K)+pJ1] gd*+.Z@+g%?ll>O
where pxis given by equation (l15c). It is evidrmtfroIu his
relation that p. is a stabilizing term if positive and destabiliz-
ing if negative. Also, according to reference 2, KT may be
as large as ~= and, according to reference 24, CAs0.76., Thus,
according to equation (l15c], if the small sin% term is neg-
lected, p. maybe positive for positive K, whereas if tho 1{7,
cA,and” CYterms are neglected (as has been done in all pre-
vious investigations except ref. 2) then p. is always negntivo
for positive K. Therefore, if situations ~ould arise where-
in pr is important, it is not necessarily safe to neglect the
terms involving ti and KT that are used in the detetimtion
of p.. (See eq. (l15c).)
(f) Effect of cornering power M & a rough check on tlm
variation of the tire cornering power ~ under dynamic con-
ditions, there are available experimental frequency data ob-
tained by lMelmr in connection with his previously men-
tioned tests on an uninclined (K=O) model landing gem
equipped with a solid rubber tire of 7 cm (3 in.) diameter
(ref. 10). For the higher velocity conditions of Mcdzer’s
tests, the predictions of the sumnmry theory and approxi-
mations ,A to D 1 lead to the frequency equation
(143)
for an uninclined and undamped ld.ing gem, that is, for
fc=7=g=0. (hchsion of the effect of finite r in this equa-
tion would not significantly alter this equation for the test
conditions to be discussed herein.) Some of Molzeds ex-
perimental data are compmed with the predictions of this
equation in the following table for the condition p= O. Tho
F,,kg--------------- S.8
R=
3.0
afll -------------------- 0.47’ 0.78 o.~ 0.73 (LW
fd”kld, Ora--------- 3.8 46 Lo 4.8 kl
fczpd”d.,.1, Cr&------ X3 3.6 27 4.1 4.7
experimental data shown represent M&er’s data for tho
highest veloci~ conditions tested. The theoreticrd and ex-
perimental values are seen to be in fair agreement. How-
mw, the experimental values are somewhat smaller than tho
corresponding theoretical values. This discrepancy is be-
lieved to be largely due to the fact that these experimental
tests were not conducted at sufficiently small values of
shimmy amplitude for the assumptions of a linearized theory
to be valid. Specifically, all of Melzer’s frequency data
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were obtained for maximum swivel angles of 5° or larger.
(TIM data shown in the preceding table corre~ond to the
condition fl~= 50.) Moreover, Melzer’s data indicate that
there is a fairly definite decrease in ‘shimmy frequency with
increasing maximum swivel angle. A sample plot of Mel-
zor’s data illustrating this effect is given in figure 15. Also
shown is the theoreticrd calculation, which is valid only for
&=OO. If allowance is made for a certain amount of
experimentd error, extrapolation of the experimental data
to Om=OOcould be considered as confirmation of the theory.
It should be noted, however, that ‘much of the re~t of Mel-
zer’s dntm, while not necessarily disputing this conclusion,
do not so clearly support it. Also, plots of the type of
figure 15 me of limited signiticnnce since each test point
shown corresponds to a different rolling velocity. In view
of these considerations, the only reasonable conclusion that
can be reached appears to be that Melzer’s data roughly
confirms the theoretical frequency and does not conclusively
dispute its qurmtitative accuracy.
hlelzer has also conducted frequency tests on the same
model with an additional strong restoring spring (spring
s~itlims several times the tire torsional stiffness). A com-
prwison of theoretical and experimental frequencies for this
test is shown in the following table:
““’’’’’’’’’’kkB
F,, kg------------ 20
\crPrrfmId, c~------- 4.9 ~fi 5.9 5-$ ~~
The much better agreement obtained for this case is ex-
plained by the predominant influence of the spring restoring
moment,, since for large values of P the model system ap-
pronchcs ‘the condition of a simple torsional oscillator with
moment of inertia 1$ and spring constant p, for which con-
dition the well-known frequen~ equation is 2~=~.,
In order to assess the signifhmce of the preceding com-
parisons, the quantities involved in the theoretical equation
(143)—a, N, .&, p, and 1~-will be considered. The quan-
tities a, p, and .Z’Yare easily measured constants and, for most
of hfclzer’s data, K. is much smaller than aN; therefore,
tlm preceding fair agreement between theory and experiment
indicates that the quantity N (the tire cornering power),
which was considered to be a constant in the preceding cal-
culntions, actually does not vary extremely with rolling
velocity nnd shimmy frequency-at least not for Melzer’s
test conditions.
4
m o q I
%
E I
‘~
o 10 20 ?L- 40 .50
Max”mm swivel orqle, &
FIaurtE 15.—Infhmnce of shimmy amplitude on the shimmj frequency.
(g) Effect of gyroscopic torque: The next question to be
considered is the influence of the gyroscopic torque resulting
horn laterrd distortion of the tire. All pertinent experi-
mental data obtained at very high speeds (e. g., ref. 10; see
also fig. 7) demonstrate that at suthciently high speeds the
previously discussed conclusion that h@h-speed motion is
unstable for trails less than 11is no longer valid. Instead,
the experimental data show that at these very high speeds
instability at any given positive trail ceases above a certain
critical velocity. The existence of this critical velocity will
now be shown to result, at least in part, from the ~oscopic
action which was previously incIuded only in Kantrowitz’
theory (ref. 8) but was not specitkdly mentioned there.
The simplest systematic approximation that adequately pro-
vides for this effect is approximation C2. In order to isolate
the gyroscopic effect, the special condition of no tilt (~=0)
and no spring-restoring force (p=O) or damper (g=O) will be
considered. For this condition the equation for the sta-
bility boundary of approximation C2 (or.Cl) reads
where the underlined terms me the gyroscopic terrns. For
the computation of the critical velocity Octhis equation may
be simplified still further if it is realized that the quanti~
G141is-small in comparison with the moment of inertia I*
about the swivel axis; hence, for an approximate calculation
the term artill can be omitted. . Then solution of equation
(144) for the critical velocity o. above which the system is
stable yields the expression -
(145)
which is observed to give an hrfmite critical velocit~ for
zero gyroscopic action (7=0).
The only available experimental data conttig enough
information on the tire constants that are necessary for
checking the validity of equation (145) are Melzer’s data
(ref. 10) and even these data do not provide the required
gyroscopic moment; therefore, it can only be crudely esti-
mated as follows: The mass of the tire will be of the order
of magnitude wJ27r(r—rl)]m-~2,where r is the overall tire
radius, r~ the radius of the q.oss section of th,e tire torus,
and WI the average tire densty. The moment of inertia
will be the mass times the radius of gyration r. squared;
thus, with 71=M according to Kantrowitz, r (eq. (33))
becomes
. . 7Pwlr~f(r-rJrzi
P
* r(r+r3)
For the usual tire r~= 0.3r, rs is slightly smallw’ than r
(say r,= C).%-), and r. is probably around 0.8r. Then, to a
crude approximation, r= 0.21w@. I?or Melzer’s solid
rubber tire 7=3.5 cm and WI is probably ab,out 10-o kg-
se&/cm4 (specilic gravity of 1); thus 7=10-s kg-se&/cm.
Critical velocities calculated from equation (145) with this
value of r axe compared in figure 16 with some of x~elzer’s
experimental data for one test condition at various values
of a/tl. The calculated and experimental values of critical
velocity are seen to be of the same order of magnitude.
----- . . . . . . .—. - —— —-— —- — —-——- — ——-— .
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FIQURE 16.—Comparison of theoretical and experimental variatiom
of critical trail with rolling velocity. r=3.5 cm; 11=3.22 am;
N= 12.3 kg; K.=5.9 kg-cm; VA=.O;l v~=O.2. ,
Siice neglect of the gyroscopic moment give9, theoretically,
. an infinite critical velocity, this agreement indicates that the
gyroscopic moment is an important factor in producing
stability at high velocities. Mo, the theoretical calculation
is conservative, that is, the &stable region is overestimated.
The quantitative agreement between theory and ~eriment
is fair but far from excellent. One probable reason for some
of the disagreement is the relatively crude procedure used
for estimating the parameter r. Another possible explana-
tion may lie in hysteresis eflects, as follows:
If the differential equation for approximation C2 (see eq.
(124a)) is motied to take into account hysteresis forces
and moments in the manner suggeshd in this report, a
modified differential ‘equation results (see eq. @2)), which
has the stabfity boundary equation
(I$pz+adl,+a2iVTAv.+aK.T.uJ(a’iV+aK.+
l,roz+aiVTiv.+K. T.vJ =I$ujl,(aN+K.) (146)
for the same conditions as the,corrwponding equation (144),
nwely, K=p=g=O. After neglecting the underlined terms,
which are relatively small at large velocititx, this equation
can be espressed in the simpler and more easily interpreted
form
aNTi+K.T.
voq- V==
(1,–a) (aN+K.)
i,T 1,-?
(147)
This equation indicates that the eifect of tite hysteresis
(that is, Tx#O; T.#O) is to reduce the critical velocity be-
low what it would be for no hysteresis effect (Tx= T.=0).
This result is also indicated in figure 16,where calculated and
experimental curves are shown for the previously discussed
high-speed conditions of Wlmr’s model tests. (The values
of Ti and T. needed for these calculations -were obtained
from equations-(60), (62), and (143), by using the previously
mentioned estimated values of T-A=O.land q== 0.2, based
on static hysteresis loops.) In figure 16 the experimental
data lie between the theoretical curves for “hysteresis con-
sidered” and “hysteresis not considered.” The theoretical
calculation that includes hysteresis is extremely unconsorv-
ative. Two conclusions can be drawn from these olJsw-
vations. First, if the actual hysteresis effect at high speeds
is only a fraction of the calculated effect, this fact might
explain the diiTerencebetween the exTerimentnl curve and
the theoretical curve that does not include hysteresis. i%c-
ond, as was previously noted, it is evident that tho trmt-
ment of hysteresis effects in the present report is irmdequutc
and unconservative at high velocities.
In concluding this discussion of gyroscopic torquo, it
should be noted that for the case of a rigid landing gear the
critical design condition (velocity at which shimmy is most
intense) occurs at low rolling speeds where the gyroscopic
moment is insignificant. “Thus, the inclusion of this gyro-
soopic moment in the theory is ofsomewhat academic interest
(at least for case I) and it probably could be safely omittwl
in practical design calculations.
Unstable shimmy conditions,-As a further overall check
of the summary theory and its systematic approximations,
the experimental data of Kantrowitz (ref. 8) for uustoady
shimmy conditions are available.
The significant features of unsteady shimmy motion are
the divergence and hequency of the oscillation, which are
simply the real and imaginary parts of the roots of tlm
characteristic algebraic equation corresponding tb the differ-
ential equation in question. Kantrowitz has made measurc-
menta of these quantities for a model tire of 4-inch ditimotm
at inclination anglea K of 5° and 20° with corresponding
trails of about 0.08r and 0.31r, respectively (ref. 8). His
experimental results for K=5” are presented in figure 17,
together with corresponding theoretical calculations made
according to approximation B, which is the simplest systom-
atic approximation to the summa~ theory which describes,
at least qualitatively, the shimmy phenomena throughout
the, complete range of rolling velocity. The theoretical and
experimental tiequencies are seen to be in fairly good ngrw-
ment. The theoretical and experimental divergences nro in
fair qualitative agreement, but the eqmirnental variation
is sometimes considerably below the corresponding theoreti-
cal one. This quantitative disagreement m~y be duo to
several factors. First, hysteresis effeck are neglected in
the theoretical calculations. Although use of the hysteresis
force and moment equations derived in this report would not
completely explain the disagreement, it is believed that
these hysteresis equations are not accurate enough, pm-
ticuhrly at small trails (a= O.08r for the data in fig, 17),
to justify the conclusion that the disagreement cannot bo
explained by hysteresis effects. A second partial explanation
of the disagreement ariseafrom the fact that the theoretical
calculations may be based on insufficiently nccu.mte values
of the necessary tire parameters, since Kantrowitz did not
make direct measurements of all of the most fundamental
tire parameters, such aa h, a, iV, and K.. Specifically, he
measured only the quantity L, a quantity approxinmtely
equal to a.N ccs K+K. cd K for 2 values of x, and the path
frequency VIand trail a for kinematic shimmy (shimmy with
velocity approaching zero). The basic tire parameters used
for calculating the theoretical curves in figure 17 wero
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FmuaEI 17.—Cornparieon of theoretical and esp@rimental shimmy
, frc uency and divergence for Kantrowitz’ experimental data
%“.g=
~pproximately deduced from these quantities as follows:
The quantity h wns obtained from equation (D1) after
setting o equal to O and substituting Kantrotitz’ experi-
mental values of L, vi, and a for kinematic shimmy. This
procedure for detormining the quantity h is not nece&rily
nccurato since equation (D 1) neglects hysteresis effects.
Tho tire deflection needed for calculating the trail was
estimated from figure 8 of reference 2. The trail was com-
puted from the tire radius, the tire deflection, and the
inclination. With the aid of this estimated value of tr&l
the tire pnrameteraN and K. can be obtained from Kantro-
witz’ approximate vahw for a~ cos K+K. CO&K.k addition,
most tire tilt effects were neglected; specilkally, t and P.
were taken equal to zero. While the foregoing procedure
will probably give roughly correct values for most of the
fundamental tire constants, it is believed that the limita-
tions of this procedure and the neglect of hysteresis effects
are sticient to prohibit the making of any strong point out
of the discrepancies between theory and experiment in figure
17. Thus, to summarize, it appears that Kantrowitz’ data
furnishes only a rough overall confirmation of the summary
theory. Although quantitative agreement is poorer than for
most of the previously discussed experimental data, this
poorer agreement is not necesmrily significant.
This completes the discussion of ease I with respect to
the summary theory and ita systematic approximations.
Next, attention will be directed to a discussion of case I
with respect to the predictions of some of the previously
published theories.
PEEDICTIONS OF SOME OF THE PREVIOUSLY PUELISHED THEORIES
Some inter~ting features of the previously published
theories in relation to case I are discumed in the following
paragraphs. Comments on the influence of sw&el-axis
inclination will not be repeated here.
The theory of Von Schlippe and Dietrich gives predictions
which are substantially the same ss the predictions of the
summary theory, as can be seen by a comparison of the
predictions of these two theories in figures 9 and 10 for Von
Schlippe and Dietrich’s model test conditions. Hysteresis
effects were neglected in computing both seiwof theoretical
,curves. In comparing these two theories it should be noted
that the only di&ence in the two sets of theoretical curves
arises from a slight difference in the expressions used for the
elastic forces and moments of the tire (see section entitled
‘T’orces and Moments on the Wheel” and the comments
after eq. (128)). The Von Schlippe-Dietrich theory also
provides for some tire width effects, but these effects are
believed to be relatively small for the present test condi-
tions and were not taken into account in computing the
theoretical curves in figures 9 and 10. I?rom these figures
it is seen that the di&rences between the stabtity bound-
aries and fiequsncy curves for the Von Schlippe-Dietrich
theory and the summary theory are u%mlly small in com-
parison with the differences between the theoretical curves
and the experimental data. Thus, it seems reasonable to
conclude that there is no significant difference between the
main features of the summary theory and the Von Schlippe-
Dietrich theory.
Bourcier de Carbon’s advanced theory provides essentially
the same predictions as approximation B and mill thus
probably giva a reasonable prediction of shimmy behavior
for the complete velocity range. Similarly, Bouroier de
Carbon’s elementary theory, corresponding to approximation
C2, will probably give reasonable predictions for the high
velocity range.
Melz-er’s theory correctly predicts the existence of the
large-trail stability boundary given by the equation a.=11,
but it also predicts the existence of stable motion in the
small negative trail region between zero trail and a trail
equal to —e= —&/N. The latter prediction is in dis-
agreement with the experimental data of Von Schlippe and
Dietrich (ref. 5) who conducted some tests in this trail range
and found the motion there to be unstable.
The stability boundary according to lMoreland’s advanced
theory for the ease of no damping or spring-restoring forces
(see eq. (132a)) is given by the equation -
where
NfTl
‘2= I+
This equation is plotted in figure 18 for zero time constant
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FIGURE 18.—17anationof criticaltrailwith rolling velooity according
to Moreland’s advanced theory.
(for whiclI case Morelad’a theory reduces to the subcase
of approximation C2 for which e=== O) and for several
finite wdues of the time-constant parameter .Z. It is seem
that if r~ is large, a lmge-trail stabili~ bounda~ no longer
etits at the trail a.=11. Since the actual e.xistencaof this
huge-trail stabiIity boundary has already been demonstrated,
it appears likely that rl cannot be very large. On the other
hand, if 72 is small the introduction of the time-constant
term produces an almost linear decrease of critical trail
with increasing velocity until a- certain limiting velocity
(equal to 1,/T) is reached; above this velocity all motion is
stable. Thus, the influence of the time-lag constant term is
somewhat I&e that of the previously discussed gyroscopic
moment due to tire distortion or the hysteresis force and
moment,, which may also poduce stability at high velocities.
However, in regard to the general shape of the critical
tmil-velocity curve, the variations predicted by considera-
tion of the gyroscopic or hysteresis effects (see solid and
dashed lines in fig. 16) appear more like those of the experi-
mental data (figs. 7 or 16) than does the nearly linear
variation predicted from Moreland’s time-lag term for
sm~~ Ts.
Moreland’s elementary theory,’ Temple’s elemeniwq
theory, and hlaier’s and Taylor’s theories are too crude to
give an~ details for case I.
Kantrotitz’ theo~ incorrectly predicts instability for all
positive tmils in the absence of damping or gyroscopic
moments. (This prediction is a consequence of the fact
that the third coefficient in Kantrowitz’ differential eq.
(137a) is zero.)
Wylie’s theory (see eqs. (138)) correc~y predicts the
existence of stability at large traik; however, the predicted
due of criticrd trail is given by the equation
a. (a.+ e)~=18L (149)
for ~= O. This relation implies that the critical trail is a
continuously increasing function of velocity, whereas the
previously discussed experimental data clearly indicate that
the critical trail rapidly reaches the maximum value 11.
hit is noted that the last of Wylie’s equations (138b) con-
tains the factor 1+a/~, which does not appear in any of
the other theories. This term appears as a consequence of
the earlier mentioned fact that Wylie’s theory does not
correctly predict the influence of trail for the yawed rolling
condition. It might be noted that if Wylie’s theory wwro
mowed to remove this dii%culty, as suggested in equntion
(110), then this factor 1+a/L would be replaced by 1; thus
the modified Wylie theory would be more consistmt with
the other equations. Also, for high velocities the modified
Wylie theory would more correctly predict a clefiite critical
trail according to the relation a.=L.
PRACmCMAPPLICATION
Before concluding the discussion of case I, it is pmlmps
pertinent to comment on whether the preceding theoretical
predictionsfor thisidealizedcase can be applied to practicnl
landing-gear problems. Moreland has clemonstrated that
neglect of the torsionaland lateralelastici~ of the lmxling-
gear strut can sometimes lead to falsepredictionsof stability
in an actually unstable system (ref.12). I?or example, for
too large torsional damping the torsional damper unit
effectivelylock the swiveling structure against torsional
movement with respect to its point of attachment to tho
landing gear strut, so that torsional movement of the
swiveling structure i poesible only as a consequence of the
always finite torsional stiffnessof the itrut. In other
words, for too large damping the damper unit and strut
combination behaves like a pure torsion spring and is thus
ineffectivefor ‘damping purposes. In regard to lateralstrut
stitlnessMoreland has pointed out that for a rigid tire,
corresponding to appro.simation 113, if the strut is pro-
hibited from lateralmotion, as is assumed for caso I, the
motion is stable; on the other hand, if the strut is assumed
“to be of stiffness approaching iuiinity, the system mmy be
unstable. While this particular criticism of the practical
value of case I for infinite stiffness applies only to approxi-
mation D3, still for iin.ite strut stiffness of the same ordor
of magnitude as the tire lateral stitfness the theoretical
equations of the other approxtiate theories may also bo
nonconservative.
CASEII
This section is con&rned with the idealized hmcling gear
shown in figure 6. This landing gear consists of n wheel
free to swivel about an uninclined always-vertical swivel a..tis
that is attached by a horizontal linear spring, of spring
constant k, to the supporting structure. This configuration,
case II, is discussed here for two reasons: it ilIustratos tho
effect of structural elasticity on wheel shimmy, and it is
better suited than case I for evaluating approximations
Dl, D2, and D3 as applied to landing-gear problorns in-
volving structural elasticity. (It may be recalled that thwo
three approximations were of little value in dealing with ~
rigid landing-gear strut (caae I); howevw, for s-tflcmiblo
strut these approximations may sometimes bo of value,)
In discussing case H, and also later cases, no further mcm-
tion wdl be made of the previously published theories or of
the question of agreement between theory and experhncmt;
all discussion will be restricted to the summary theory and
its systematic approxinlatioos.
The discution of case II proceeds as follows: Tho equw
tions of motion for case II ‘are derived according to tho
summary theory and its systematic approximations. As
for case I, it is more convenient to rederive them equations
of motion in a slightly diilerent manner rather than to qpply
thti equations derived earlier for the completely general
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case. After these derivations are made the equations for
the atability boundaries me established. Finally, the
clamping required to prevent shimmy is presented in curves
as Q function of strut stiffness and rolling velocity for a
specitlc sample landing-gear contigumtion according to the
predictions of approximations C, Dl, D2, and D3. @’or
the present case approximations Cl and C2 are identical
and are henceforth referred to collectively as approxima-
tion C.) These curves are utilized to obtain some insight
into the accuracies of the predictions of approximations
D 1, D2, and D3 with respect to the more advanced approxi-
mation C,
GENERALDERIVATION
The derivation of the equation of motion for the sunqnary
theory proceeds as follows. The details of the landing
gem considered me illustrated in figure 6. This gear has a
rigid symmetrical swiveling part having a mass m and a
moment of inertia about its center of gravity 10. The
nonswiveling part of the landing gear consists of a spring
of stiffness k with an attached mass ml. The lateral dis-
placement of the swivel axis is designated as ~=.
Setting, the sum of the lateral spring and inertia forces
acting on the swiveling part equal to the inertia reaction
of its center of gravity m D~2(qa—c@yields the relation
K~l,-kVa-ml D?va=m D?qa–mG D?O (150)
Substitution for & from the relation
b=y,–qo=yo–~a+ae (151)
(see fig. 6) yields, after rearrangement,
KXYO-–(m, D?+m D?+ Kx+k)q=+ (m~ D?+aKJO=O (152)
Setting the sum of the moments about the center’ of
gravity of the swiveling part equal to the inertia reaction
yields the result -
I{P–K~&c,–kq~–m, D?q~–g D, O–PO–m D,A,
=10 D;o (153)
(seefig.6) where I. represents the moment of inertia of the
swiveling structure at its center of gravity (lO=l~—m@.
Substituting for a and & according to equations (23) and
(151) then yields, after rearrangement,
(rv D,–KaU-’D,+KXC, )Y~+ (rn,c, D?–m D,+kc2-K,cJva+
(10 D?+g D,+~ao D,+p+Kti+ac,KJ9=0 (154)
The third equation for this system for the general case
is given by the kinematic relation of equation (19a) or
(19b). When 7 is omitted, the space derivatives are re-
placed by time derivatives, and q. is set equal to qa—a.d,
this relation becomes
– (1+l@D,+l&D?+ . . .)yo+ (1,–a)L9+qa=0 (155a)
from equation (19a) or
– (l+ZU-lD,)&~~ yo+ (l,–a)O+qo=O (155b) “
from equation (19b).
The three equations (152), (154), and (155a), or (155b)
completely describe the motion of the landing gear according
to th~ summmy theory in terms of the three variables
YO,q=, and 13. The corresponding equations for the system-
atic approximations axe obtained as folIows.
SYSTEMATIC APPROXlblATIONS
Approximation A.—l?or case II,the three govern@ equa-
tions of motion for approximation A are the force and
moment equations (152) and (154) and the Hnematic
equation: o
– (1 +llo-’D,+Z,o-2D? +130-3D?)yo+ (1,–a)O+qa=O (156)
Equation (156) @ obtained by omitting all l~s for n>3 in
the general kinematic equation (155a). -
Approximation B.—The three governing equations of
motion for approximation B are the force md moment
equations (152) and [154) and the kinematic relation
– (1+llo-lD,+@2D:)y,+ (zl–(z)O+q==O (157)
which fi’ obtained by omitting the & term in equation (156).
Approximation C,—The kinematic equation for approxim-
ation C is obtained by o@~ting the ~ term in equation
(157). The resulting relation N
–– (1+ZIO-’D,)YO+ (11–U)O+T.= O (15Sa)
or
%= l+q)yo-(g-a)e( (15Sb)
The force and moment equations (162) and (154) also apply
for this approximation. However, a slightly simpler form
of these equations can be obtained by substituting for T=,
according to equation (15Sb), in the terms containing
Kiq= and TV=in these two equations. With this substitution,
the force equation becomes
–iVo-’D,y,– (m, D,2+mD,2+”k)qa+ (mq D,’+N)13=0 (159)
.
and (using the relation K== ~ the moment equation
becomes .
[
iV~D? 1–—–Nu-’(c,+e)Dt yo+(m,q Dt’+kdqa+K~
[
“ iVmD,
I, Dt2+g D,+ Kk 1‘+P+(CI+dN 0=0 (160)
Equations (158a), (159) (or (152)), and (160} (or (154))
describe the motion for approximation C.
Approximation Dl,—The equations of motion for approxi-
mation D 1 are obtained by setting & equal to O,or
yo=~.—aO (161)
and
&=w
in the force and moment equations (159) and (160). Thus
– (m, D,2+m D,’-FNo-’D;+k)Va+
(m% D?+aiVo-’D,+iV)O=O (162)
Equations (162) and (163) completely describe the motion for
approximation D 1.
——. .— ..— —— ..——. -.
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Approximation D2.—The equations for approximation D2
are obtained as follows. In the force equation (152) set a
equal to O,or
e=u-lDtyo (164)
which gives the relation
,, (mGv-’D?+:su-’D, +KJyo-
(m, D?+m D?+Kx+k)qa=O (165)
Ii’or the moment equation (153), set a equal to –&/L (eq.
(85)) according to approximation C, and apply equations
(151) and (164). .The resdt is
lIov-’D/+gu-’D?+ar D?+mD,+Pv-lD,+a(c,+ e)Kiu-’D,+
(c,+~)KJ y,+[m,q D?-rv D,– (c,+4KA+cAI ~a=O (lf36)
Equations (165) and (166) are the basic equations for
approximation D2.
Approximation DS.—The basic equation for approxima-
tion D3 is obtained by first solving the equations (162) and
(163) of approximation D1 simultaneously to eliminate
either q=or 0 and then letting ~ approach coso that all terms
not multiplied by ~ vanish. The resulting equation, after
dividing out the factor iV and using the relation c,+c2=a,
an be expressed in terms of 8 as
{[lO+m,a(a+C)+W, (C,+~)] D?+{ [m,(a+c)+
~m(cl+c)] o+g}D?+~+ak(a+e)] Dt+dc(a+c))O=O {167)
STABUJTY IfOUND~
The stability boundaries for case H are obttied in the
same reamer as those for case I. For the summary theory
they are obtained as follows.
Purely oscillatory boundaries,-The equations for the
Purely oscillatory motion boundmies are obtained by substi-
tuting into the differential equations the expressions
e=e_e*’~
~a=~~ef ‘*+”1)= ~%ef’~ (cos Ul+i sin al)
}
(168)
~O=yOmGef“~+”*~=yo-ei’~ (cos Uz+i sin U2)
Substitution of these relations into equations (162), (164),
and (155b), differentiation and cancellation of ei’i, and
separation of real and imaginary parts into sepumte equutions
yiekls the expressions:
From equation (152),
Ki(y,u Cos U*)+ (ml#+mJ$-KA-k) (?l~= Cos al)+
(aKA–mGV90=u=0 (169)
and
KX(yOm sin U2)+ (ml#+m#—Kx—k) (qa~= Sin U1)=O (170)
From equation (154),
clK&o~a cos Uz)— (mv-K.w-b) (yo=a Sill U2)+
(–m,c2@+cgk=c,Kx) (q~ cOS Ul)+mY(h=ti s~ul)+
(–I&+p+K.+ac,Kx)8 _=0 (171)
and
CI&(gO= m UX)+ (TUV-K.@J) (yom= COS u2) +
(–Wfi+kG-KXCJ(q~~H sin u~)–
m(~%= cos al)+ (g~+Tauv)O~U=O (172)
From equation (165b),
—Plm(Vo= cos u2)+p24vo@ @.uU2)+ (L-a) e=+ (q% COS UI)=O (173)
and
‘P2Q(UO=Ucbs u2)—Pl.(VO= * us)+Ta_ fi ul=o (174)
Equations (169) to (174) can be considered as six linear simultaneous algebraic equations with no constant tams in the
five variable-sYO* cm uZ,~O_ sin uz,~- cos al, ~%= sin u], and e_ Then for this system of equations to havo solutions
other than zero it is necmary that the determinant of the coeilicients of any group of five of these six equations should equal
zero. The determinant for equations (169), (170), (171), (173), and (174) is
CIKX —rvv+K@-% —mlti~+qk— CJI mu –Io$+p+Ku+aclKA
K~ o (m,+m)&–Kx–k o aKx—mGfl
o KA o- (m,+m)#–K~–k 0
—P1 P2 1 0 n-a
—P2 —PI 0 1 0
,
=0 (176)
.
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and the determinant for equations (169), (170), (172), (173), and (174) is
TVV-KW-% CIKA —m —m.q#+k~-K~cl gv+dmv
Ki o (m,+m)v2-Kx-k o’ aKx—mc@
o Ki o (ml+m)@–’Kx–k o =0 (176)
–PI P2 1 0 n-a
—P2 –PI o 1 0
where pl=pl. and pz=pt. for the surnnwy theory. The corresponding equations for approximation A are obtained by
setting pl equal to 1—1.2vt2and p~ equal to lM-LW13,for approximation B by setting PI equal to 1—I?2Vlzand P2equal to lw1,
and for approximation C by setting pl equal to 1 and pg equal to Zlvl.
The two equations (175) and (176) completely describe
the conditions governing purely oscillatory modes of motion
according to the summary theory” and approximations A
to C (other group~ by fives of the equations merely lead
to repetition of these two relations). The procedure for
obt nining the stability boundaries for each of the other
systematic approximations (Dl, D2, and D3) is similar to
that just outlined. The remdtiug stability-boundary equa-
tions for the other appro.simations are listed in appendix E.
Purely uniform motion,-For purely uniforq motion all
variablca will have constant valuea which maybe represented
as
e=e-
~a=~amn
Yo=Yom
Substitution of these relations into equations (152), (164),
and (156) yields the results
aK~om&–(KA+k)q=.G=+K~yO-=O
(P+K=+wKA)L%=+ (G~–~l~A)qam=+CIKAyOmG=O
(1,–a)r3.=+fla= -y%==0
For nonzero solutions of these three equations the deterk
nant of the coefficients of dmti,q%=, and Y% must be zero..
Evaluation of this determinant gives simply
a+e+*O (177)
CHARACTER OF THE MOTION BBTWEEN STABILITYBOUNDARIES
In order to determine the character of the landing-gear
motion (stableor unstable) between stabili@ boundaries it
is firstconvenient to solve the equations of motion for each
approximation simultaneously to obtain a single linear
ditl’erentialequation in one variable for eaoh approximation.
I?rom these differentialequations the stabili~ of the motion
mny be determined
acteristic equations
by
by
examining the corresponding char-
any of the methods discussed in
appendix C. These characteristic equations for case ~,
according to the various systematic approximations, are
listed in appendix F.
. EVALUATIONFAPPROXIMATIONSDl,DzANDDs
In the earlier discussion of case I it was not possible to
prewmt a fair relative evaluation of the three parallel
approximate theories Dl, D2, and D3 since for case I none
of these theories provides any realistic information. How-
ever, for case H such a comparison can be made between the
predictions of these three approximations and the more
accurate approtiation C, and a specific example will be
discussed here for a sample landing-gear con.figurationhaving
the relative dimensions and properties L= O.8r, h=a=O.5r,
cl= G=-0.25r, e= O.3r, ml=0.35m, Io=m@, and ~=p=O.
The actual calculated behavior of this landing gear in terms
of damping requir&d for stability as a function of rolling
veloci~ according to approximation C i23shown in figure 19
for four values of the ratio of strut stiffness to tire stiffhess
klKx. It is seen horn this figure that as the stiffness of the
i
FIGURE 19.—b.lluence of strut s~nsse on damping required for
stibility according to approximation C for a sample landing gear.
L= O.8r; h=a=O.5r; cl=q=O.26r; l=O.3r; mt=O.35m; IO=m$;
T=p=o.
——._.——
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damping requirement is
increased. Also, for l~e values of stru~st%ne~ the region
of maximum damping required lies at low speeds, whereas
for small values of strut stiffness it lies at higher speeds.
The theoretic predictions of the three theories Dl, D2, and
D3 for this sample landing gear are compared in @me 20
with the corresponding predictions of the more accurate
rippro.xinmtion C (horn ~. 19) for three values of strut
sti5ess, k= 0.2Kx, l.OKx, and 5.OKx. It is seen that for each
strut stiffness approsirnations D2 and D3 provide a con-
sidemble overestimate of the damping required for stability.
On the other hand, approximation D1 gives results in good
agreement with those of approximation C for the ratios
k/.KL=O.2 and 1.0, but this approximation greatly under-
estinmtes the damping for the large value of strut stiness
k/I<A=5.0.
In ~iew of the comparisons of figure 20, it appears that
approximations D2 and D3 will”not, in general, give reliable
qunnthtive estimates of the damping required for stability.
It appears that approximation D1 may give reasonable
results for some cases in which the lateral stiflnessof the stzmt
does not greatly exceed the lateral stifiess of the tire. Since
this latter conclusion is based on only one set of landing-gear
parameters, the degree to which it is valid in general would
require a more extensive investigation for a range of lm3ing-
gear prop&ie9.
PRACTICALPPLICATION
One limitation on the practical application of the preceding
equations for case H lies in the assumption that the damping
is simply proportional to the angular swiveling velocity D#.
As vu-ispreviously mentioned, Moreland has demonstrated
that this assumption is sometimes unreliable since it implies
~
0
Dimensionless velocity, v_.@?iF
28T
a neglect of the torsional flexibility of the lrmding-gmr slrut,
which in turn can sometimes lead to a f&e prediction of
stability for heavily damped systems (see ref. 11 or 12).
Thus, for systems in which torsional flexibility of the strut is
important, it will be necessary to replace the damper unit of
case II by a damper and spring in series,as has been clonoby
Morelsad (refs. 11 and 12), where the spring represents the
strut torsional stiffness. This particular case of w series
dnmper-spring unit-applied to the landing gem of cnso II is
not considered separately in this report; it is, howcwor,
included in the more general case III to be considered next.
CASEKU
The next ~type of landing-gear construction to be con-
sidered is chosen largely to illustrate th~ application of the
summary and approximate theories to more compl$x probloms
than have previously been considered by now making uso of
transfer-function concepts. This landing gear is assumed to
be of the same general type as that of case II except for tho
following generalizations. In case II the lateral deflection
characteristics of the landing-gear stm’t were represented by
a single spring and mass combination, or, more precisely, tho
force exerted on the swiveling part of the landing gear by tlm
strut was set equal to
F,=— (k+ml D,q??= (17s)
For case IH it is assumed that the strut (or, more genernlly,
the supporting sticture) is a more complex linenr systom
than is a spring-mass combination, so that the strut forco-
deflection relation of equation (17s) can bo generalized to the
new form
F,= —TIO(DJ% (179)
.
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where 2’10is rLfunction of the differential operator ~t wtich
represents the transfer function correlating F7 and ~~.3 Sim-
ilarly, the moment on the swiveling part due to the strut,
which was previously set equal to
M@= — (p+gll,)e (180)
for case II, is now genertdized to the form ‘
MO= —TII(D,) e (181)
The ditlerentittlequations for case HI are easily obtained
from the corresponding differential equations for cm.e II by
rcplncing k+mlD? by TIOand p+gDl by Tu. For example,
for approximation D1 equations (162) and (163) are replaced
by the new relations
–[vdl/+NdD,+ T,,(D,)]qa+ (mczD?+uN@D,+N)O=O
(182)
[–A’P-’(c1+6)p, +c,T,o(D,)]qa+[I@ ?+wo-’(c,+6)D,+
(cl+c)~+T,,(D,)] O=O (183)
which lead to a characteristic equation of an order depending
on the order of the T’s. If the T’s are analytically defied
functions, the calculation of the stability of the motion and
tho stability boundaries proceeds mactly as for case H.
However, if the T’s are not analytically defied functions
(for example, if they am determined by experimental tests)
Qslightly diflerent procedure of the following type is needed.
In order to determine partial information about TIO, the
swiveling part of the landing gear can be removed and the
remnining strut can be subjected to a periodical lateral
forco F,= F7~ae*Pt (either by calculation or by actual vibra-
tion tests). The resulting lateraldeflection response of
the structure will have a certain amplitude and phase shift
which nre given by the relation
%=–&- F,T,,(w) (184)
which is obtained by substitution of the sinusoidal variation
for “Fq into equation (179). The function l/T,o(iv) is a
complex function of the circular frequency v, the absolute
value of which represents the amplitude response and the
argument of which represents the phase shift; it is generally
ctdlcd the frequency-response function of the system.
Similarly, a frequency-response function is defined for the
response of the landing-gear strut to torsional moment oscil-
lations by the relation (see eq. (181))
(185)
With the aid of the experimental or calculated functions
TIO(iv) and T,,(iv), the stnbility boundaries for any of the
theories may be obtained by the usual procedure of sub-
stituting expressions of the form ei’~ into the corresponding
shforeland, In rcfererw 11, lrns advo.need a dndfar genemumtbxl of the shut Iatln-al-detk
tlon charmtorlstlm by rneam of n concept of “* ektfdtr.” HOJVOTW, hlotid’~
genemllmtlon fs 1= seneral fn that it dom not provfde for the exfstenca of atrnt struohmal-
damplw forw.
differential equation together with the T’s. For example,
for approximation D3 the basic ditlerential equation is
{ [Io+mc,(cl+,)]D?+ [m(cl+,)@2+[Tll(iP) +
a(a+e) Tlo(iv)]D,+o(a+e) TIO(iv)} 0=0 (186)
(obtained by converting eq. (167) to apply to case III), rmd
the stability boundaries for purely oscillatory motion
(obtained by setting o equal to eivtin eq. (186) and separating
real and imaginary parts) are given by the simultaneous
equations
—m(cl+c)z@-vIITll (iv)+a(a+e) Tlo(iP)]+
o((z+~)RIT,o({v) ]=O (187)
–l&%ncl(c,+e)d+vRIT1l(iv) +rz(a+e) TIO(;V)]+
o(a+e)IITIO(iv)]=O (188)
where R and I represent the real and imnatiary parts of the
bracketed functions. Analogous equations are obtained in
a similar manner for the other approximations.
In regsxd to the question as to whether any particular
motion between stability boundaries is stable or not, cnse
_131may present a more &.@cult problem if the forms of the
T:functions are not lmowr?in terms of ratios of polynomials,
that is, if only the fkequency-response variations are known.
In this event, for example, the usual form of the Rout.h-
Hnrwitz stability criteria (which is applicable to poly-
nomial forms only) camot be applied and criteria of the
~yquist type must be used. A brief discussion of these
criteria is contained in appendix C.
The procedure for applying the summary and systematic
approximation theorieq to cases of arbitrary comfilexity is
essentially the’ same as the procedme discussed above for
case III, the only important d.iiTerencebeing that for the
general case the equations .of motion (eqs. (16) or (19),
(63), (64], (65), (67), (69), and (71)) are more numerous
and moro complicated. NTo new concepts need to be
discussed.
CONCLUDING REMXRKS
This report has presented a correlation and evaluation of
the previously published theories of linearized tire motion
and wheel shimmy and has demonstrated that the major
merits of all of these theories are contained in a summary
theory which represents a minor modification of the basic
theory of Von Schlippe and Dietrich. In cases where there
are strong differences between the existing theories and
the summary theory, the previously published theories have,
in the m~, been demonstrated to possess certain deficiencies
except for Moreland)s advanced ‘theory, for which no ade-
quate evaluation was possible.
A series ‘of systematic approximations to the summary
theory has been developed herein for the treatment of
problems too simple to merit the use of the complete snm-
mary theory. These systematic approximations have been
shown-to resemble closely the previously published theories
except that in some details they avoid some of the limitations
encountered in these theories.
—- ..— —. ——-—
——. -—— —.
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Comparison of the existing experimental data with the
predictions of the summary theory and its systematic
approximations has indicated a fairly good degree of cor-
relation between the higher approximations and the existing
experimental data for the cases investigated. How-ever,
since the agreement is far from perfect in some respects and
since most of the limited amount of existing experimental
data was obtained with small models there still remains the
question as to whether the theory is safely applicable to
full~cale conditions. In particular, the importmce of
hysteresis damping remains undetexmined.
In regard to the determination of the various tire constants
required for theoretical shimmy calculations, it is noted
that the existing pertinent experimental data, mostly con-
tained in references 21,24, and 32 to 37, are extremely limited
and apply mostly to small, obsolete, or forei~ tires. 13’ur-
thermore, although various attempts have been made to
correlate and to reconcile theoretically, the experimental
data (e. g., ref. 2 or 38), there still apparently does not
exist CRYfully reliable theoretical means for predicting all
of the needed elaatic characteristics of tires. In view of
thkse considerations, a need exists for additional experi-
mental data on modern tire characteristics and also for a
more adequate evaluation of the existing data to detmnine
whether these data can be applied by scale 10WSto predict
the characteristics of any tire with tolerable nccuracy.
h regard @ the adequacy of a linearized theory of tire
motion, it can be stated only that there is as yet no strong
indication that a nonlinear theory is required for prediction
of the skbility boundaries. If, however, a knowledge of
the.large-angIe (nonlinear) behavior is required, a theoretical
system for dealing with this problem could be developed on
the. basis of assumptions of the type advanced by Kelley,
Rotta, and Temple (see refs. 18, 19, and 21 (p. 36), respec-
tively).
LANGLEY.AERONAUmCALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOMWXCED
LANGLEY.I?IELD,VA., January
FOR&mONAuTIOSj
1$?,1968.
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THEOBIDS FOR TIREl MOTION AND
APPENDIX A
WEDEL SHIMMY
CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENT VISCOUSDAMPERS
GENERAL CASE
In tho derivations and equations in this report, only
linear damping terms were introduced so that the resulting
equations would remain linearized. However, the damping
moments caused by friction, hysteresis 10WS, and the ordi-
nary shimmy dampers are nonlinear and therefore it is nec-
eswy to replace these nonlinem moments with equivalent
linem viscous moments. The equivalent viscous moment is
usually determined by assuming that linear and nonlinear
damping moments me equivalent if they dissipate the same
amount of energy during each cycle of shimmy oscillation.”
For a linear damper of moment g.D,x the energy dissipated
per cycle of sinusoidal oscillation is (for #=@.u sin vt)
J
2s
E=gv#w2 COS2vt d(vt)
o
which gk~
. E=zgv&S
Therefore the linear damping constant g is related to the
energy loss per cycle by the relation
(AI)
By using this relation an effective value of linear damping
constant can be calculated for any nonlinear damper if the
energy disaipntionper cycle is ~own.
VELOCITY-DEPENDENT DAMPING
By using equation (Al) Rotta (ref. 2) has calculated the
effective damping constant for damping moments of the type
(A2)
The first term represents friction damping and the second
represents fluid damping. The exponent n, will probably
always be between 1 and 2.
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Rotta’s calculations proceed essentially m follows: First,
the total energy dissipated is calculated from the relation
E=4 J~-M~& . (A3)o
where
+=+ma.z sin vt (A4)
After combining equations (Al) to (A4) and integrat@ the
following equation for g is obtained:
?I,-I Ja,-, g ‘1’9=2+@w J~o COSnl+l Vt d(vt) (A5)
It is seen that the damping constant depends on the ampli-
tude +.=; for nl>l it is large at small angles due to the first
term and is large at large angles due to the second term.
The minimum vslue of the equivalent damping constant
(
dgobtained by setting —
@mlu )
equal to O occurs at the angle
[J M. 1‘ I/nl#m= (A6)W%l-1) ‘r’2 CCSn’+l Vt d(vt)0.
and the corresponding minimum damping constant becomes
Uj -1
g=MO “’ q.li”’k=
where
(A7)
-[s 1h= a n,_l0“’2COsnl+lvt d(vt) ““1 (As)
T(nl-1) “1
$’or the special case of velocity-squared damping (n=2)
equation (A7) reduces to the relation
9=;4= (A9)
FRICTIONDAMPING
The equivalent damping constant for friction damping
(constant moment MO), obtained by setting g. equal to O
in equation (A5), is
. .
4M0
‘=+- (A1O)
——. . . . .. ____________
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APPENDIX B
DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS FOR CASE I WITH INCLUSION OF HYSTERESIS EFFECTS
If the differentialequations of appro.simations B and C2 for case I (seeeqs. (122) and (124),respectively)are modi-
fied to take into account the hysteresisforce and moment expressions derived in this report, the following differential
equations are obtained:
For appro.sinmtion B,
~ FyO+~ D3yO+& D~o+& DyO+E,yO=O (131a)
where
l&=I@l.
\
G= I@l,+ (ar# cos ~+gv)~+ (a2KhT,+KaT= COS’.)~v
E,= Iti+(anP CQSx+gv)ll+(a’K~+K. cos2~+p+p&+ (a’iVTh+a’K.T. cos K)V
G=a’N+a’K. cos K+pl,+p~l+gv+ul,& COS’K+ (uaiVTx cos K+K.T. COS2k)o
E4=aaN COSK+K. COSiK+p+pz+UC 1
For approximation c2,
ErJD’y,+~ IYY,+G Dyo+l&yo=o
-where
&=I& 1
&=I&+(a7$ cos ~+9v)l,+ (a2iVTA+aK.T. cos K)V I
G=a2N+aK. w K+pl,+p~,+gv+l,& COS’x+ (aNTA cos K+K.Ta COS2K)O
1
%=a~cos K-EK COS’.+ P+ A+UZI J
@lb)
(B211)
(B2b)
,
,
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APPENDIX c
STABILITYCRITERIi
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In this appendix a brief review is presented of most of the
existing methods for examining the stability of motion of
systems whose motions are governed by linear differential
equations of the type
f(DJe=o (cl)
The solution of this type of equation consists of terms of
the form
8=ePt (C2)
whenca
D,nO=p”ep’=p”O (C3)
Substitution of equation (C3) into equation (Cl) yields the
algebraic equation
f(p)=o (C4)
for the p’s. Equation (C4) is called the characteristic
equation of the differential equation (Cl).
The type of motion for the linear system is determined by
the character of the complex roots of the characteristic
equation. Most important, the motion is entirely stable if
and only if the characteristic equation possesses no roots
having positive real parts. %ve.d procedurw are available
for determining whether a particular characteristic equation
has such roots with positive real parts.
One procedure which is useful in casea where the charac-
teristic equation (C4) can be written in the polynomial form
~p”+a,p”-l+ . . . +an=O (C5)
is the well-known Routh-Hurwitz criterion which makes use
either of the Routh test functions (ref. 26) or of the equiva-
lent Hurwitz determinants. In Hurwitz’ form the require-
ment for stability (or no roots with positive real parts) is
that % and all of the n determinants
Du=
D,=aq
al%~...~tl-l
aUGa4. ..a22-2
O a1a3. .. fku_3
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . a=
foru=l, 2, . . . n must be greater than zero, or, in the alter-
nate for& of Cremer (ref. 39), all of the a“;s ti”ndeither the
even or the odd Hurwitz determinants must be positive.
This criterion is particularly suited for axamining the sta-
bility of linear systems with polynomial-type diilerential
equations of low order. However, for high-order polynomial-
typo differential equations this criterion may not be the
46019&5&18
easiwt to use and for nonpolynomial-type equations the
criterion is not directly applicable. l’or such cases use can
be made of the graphical-type criterion originated by
Nyquist (refs. 28 to 31). Some discussion of criteria of
this type is contained in most booh dealing with servo-
mechanisms or feedback amplifiers (for waunple, refs. 29 and
31). These references provide the necesswy theoretical in-
formation for applying these criteria and the theory will not
be repeated here; however, it may be useful to set down
here, together with an mample, one mechanical procedure
for applying this criterion and a few pertinent comments.
Consider a differential equation with the characteristic
equation @4) for a case where the function j(p) cnnnot
necessarily be easily expressed in a simple polynomial form
which can be handled by the usual Routh-Hurwitz criterion.
(This may be the case, for example, where part of the fimc-
tion j(p) is evaluated from experimental fkequency-response
data.)
The function f(p) is assumed to be a single-valued func-
tion of p which is real when p is real. It is also assumed
that the function f(p) has no poles in the region of the com-
plex p-plane where the real part of p is greater -than zero.
When the equations of motion are setup in the reamer fol-
lowed in this report, the condition of no poles in this region
is usually satisfied for actual landing gears since this condi-
tion implies only that the landing-gti strut, as represented
by equations or experimental curves, po=esses some damp-
ing or is at least not inherently an unstable structure. For
example, for the equations of case III, only the poles of the
functions TIO(p)and Z’u@) cmdd lead to such poles. How-
ever, if, for example, Z’l&p) had such a pole, equation (161)
would indicate the possibility of a steady or divergent oscil-
lating force ~, corresponding to this pole, even if the lower
end of the landing-gear strut were held tied (q== O); this
obviously cannot occur in actuali~.
In order to decide whether the motion of the system de-
scribed by equation (C4) is stable, the following procedure
may be followed:
(1) Determine the variation of j(p) in equation (CM) for
the case of pure sinusoidal oscillations, that is, for p=iv iu
the range O<v< m.
(2) Plot the real part ofj(i~) against the imaginary part
for the complete range O<v< co. This will give a curve
such as is illustratedin figure 21 for a sample case. As P
varies from O to m this curve will move about the origin
through a net angle of Jr radians, this angle being con-
sidered positive in a countercloctise sense. (J=l for the
case illustrated in fig. 21.)
(3) Determine the asymptotic”behavior of the characte-
risticfunction j(p) of ~(iv) for pew or V+ m; at this limit
the function will behave MY(p) tipf orj(iv) o&, whence j can
be determined.
.—. —
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(4) Under the preceding restrictions f(p) being a
..— — .——
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siugle-
valued function of p, real when p is real, and having no
poles in the half-plane R(P)>O, it can be shown that the
motion corresponding to the differential equation is stable
if and only if 2J=j. (In the sample case of ~. 21, where
J= 1 and j=2, the motion is therefore stable.)
In conclusion it might be noted that, although either the
preceding hTyquist type stability criterion or the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion can usually be applied to most of the ap-
proximate equations discussed in this report, they cannot be
directly applied to some equations of tmmscendental form
such as those of the summary theory, since such equations
may correspond to iniinite-order linear differential equations
(for example, see eq. (120)); hence, an inii.nite number of
Hurwitz determinants would have to be evaluated or the
~yquist type plot would circle the origin an irdinite numbar
of times.
I[f (iv)]
.V=3
\& ,.V =o R~[iv)l
‘\Jr-w a3v-co
Fmmw 21.—Variation of the funotion ~(iv) for the linear differential
equation having the oharaoteristio equation
j~)=P+6ti+23ti+50p+60=o
P+2P+2
APPENDIX D
STABILITYBOUNDARIES FOR CASE I
The following equations describe the conditions under which purely oscillatory motion is possible for cam I for the sum-
mary theory and the systemxdic approximations.
For the summary theory and approximations A to C2,
~=(a~Kx+K= COS2~+~+d (P?+p~~+[(aKx+cAF; fiU Fjfi-vl@a COSK](ail COSK—a)
I$V12@12+P2~-TV@Ull COSK—a) COSK
. and
~=(ul, cos K–a) [p2(a&+c@. sin K)+v~pl(Ea–m?) cos Kl_am ma K
v@&*+pJ)
(lx)
(D2)
where, for the summary theory,
P~=pl. ‘cos vlh—Lvl sin vlh
P2=P9. = sin vlh+Lvl COSvlh
for approximation A,
pl=l—1#~~
p*=llvl—&v13
for approximation B,
pl=l—llfi~
.p2=kvl
and for approximations Cl and C2,
pl=l
P2=h
For approximations D1 and D3 purely oscillatory motion does not exist.
For approximation D2,
v-$=
aSKk+aeKA cos K+p+p.+rt? COS2K
19 (D3)
~=v I*(aKx COSK+&k COSZK+CAFZsin K cos K)_a7 ~s K
[ aSKx+acE~ 00S K+p+px+ti @@K 1 (D4)
The stability boundaries for uniform motion are obtained by setting the coefficient of the yOterms in the various differ-
ential equations equal to zero. For example, for the summary theory and approximations A and B the equation
o-aN KM K+KX COS2K+P+P.+U.=()
describes this stability boundary.
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APPENDIX E
STABILITYBOUNDARIES FOR CASE n
The equdions governing purely oscillatorymodes of oscillation for case H are as follows for approximations Dl, D2, and D3:
I?’or approximation Dl,
[Io+7nc1(c,+6)+ 7n1a(a+c)]v’-~+ak(a+e)]
‘=fiN’ [(ml+m)fi-~] { -[10(mo+m)+mm1h7 v4+[I&+mb'+m1N(a+ 6)+mN(c1+e)+p(m,+ m)lfi-~b+N(a+.)l } ‘1)
~= _~o-l { [~(cl+ e)+~l(a+dl+-k(a+e) } [(m@+ mcl)P’+N-ak]
[(m,+ ?n)#-kp+N%-%’
(E2)
For approximation D2,
~=[IO(mI+m)+mml%q V4-[Io(KA+k)+P(m,+ m)+~fi2k+y&:(a+ 6)+mKXc1(cI+ c)]?+k(~x+k)+~xda+e)l ~3a)
—0{ (nml+Tc@a)lJ’— [aTk+m,K,(a+e)+ mK,(cI+6)]#+mx(a+ d}
9= v’[(m,+m)fi-(Kx+k)]
For approximation D3,
Y’= p+ak(a+ e)
Io+m@((z+ E)+mc,(cl+ 6)
g=v[k((z+ +-’-%’?(C1+ +-–?nl(a+e)]
APPENDIX F
CHARACTERISTICEQUATIONS FOR CASE II
The characteristic equations for csse II are as follows for the summary and systematic approximation
I?or the summary theory and approximations A to C2,
I KA –(ml+m)p’–K,–k ~P2+aK~ I
(TV-KaV-’)p+C,Kx mlw?-w+kti—— Kic~ IOP’+ (g+rav)p+p+Ka+ac,K~ =0
where, for the general
for approximation A,
for approximation B,
–f(p) 1. n-a 1-
theory,
-f@)= (l+Lr*)@-’P
f(P)= l+llv-%+1’v-~’+lsv-’$
. .
@13b)
(EMa)
(E4b)
theories
~(P)= l+l@P+’w-’P’
and for approximation Cl or C2,
j(p)= l+l,tr~
T’or approximation D1 the characteristic equution is
. .
[L(m+m)+nnwlp’+ {g(m,+m)+No-l[Io+ m,a(a+e)+m,(c,+e)l }@+[(L+m+2)k+p(m+=m)+mN(c,+e)+
mlN(a+c) +gNo-l]p2+ { [a(a+c)Nu-I+g]k+PNv-l }p+~+ (a+e)~k=O
For approximation D2,
[IO(m~+m)+mm,cflv-@6+ [m,a+m.c,+g(m,+ m)v_’]p4+ [IO(Kx+k)v-’+p(z% +m)v-’+m(~,+m) +kmq%-’+mia(a+e)&o-’+
mcl(c+~)K@]P+[7ak +g(Kx+k)u_l+m(cl+ e)K~+ml(a+ ~)Kx]p’+ [tik+p(K~+k)o-l+ akKx(a+c)u-llp+kKx(a+ e)=()
For approximation D3 see equation (167).
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